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In this report we present the results of our work on the Performance
Analysis and VIsualization Tools lor Parallel machines. We discuss from
various perspectives the need tor such tools, we present a survey of
existing tools and we evaluate them based on a set of qualitative and
quantllatlve characteristics. We contInue with a critical discussion of the
state-ol-the-art and the challenges that exist and need to be faced. We
conclude with a presentation and analysis of our view for a competitive
performance analysis and visualization tool and we document briefly Its
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Thc necd to analyse the performanee of computer systems is well understood and docu-
mented. Il is a direcl way to assess the functionality and operation of a system against
the goals sct out for its use. Substantial efforts over the years have contributed to the
successful eSLablishment of both analytic and experimental frameworks for measuring
and analysing the performance of sequential computer systems. However, the challenge
of perfonnance analysis and evaluation for parallel systems is by far harder and more
demanding. The inhcrcnt complcxity of parallel systems as well as the lack of standards
and unifonniLy has prevcntcd the development of widely available and applicable tech-
niques. Nevertheless, considerable progress has been made towards this goal and a
number of valuablc contributions are today available for perfonnance analysis and visu-
alization of parallel systcms.
Parallel systems comc in a variety ofshapcs and features. There are a number of differ-
ent architectures of parallel machines. To mention a popular classification, there are vec-
tor computers, shared memory computers and distributed memory computers. To make
things more complicated, there are also hybrid computers thal adopt more that one
architectures. For example one can get a clustered distributcd memory computer, which
provides shared memory features on each of its clusters and where Lbe individual
processing elements of each cluster have vector processing capabilities.
The heterogeneity in architectures is accompanied by the heterogeneily in programming
and development environments. Data parallel programming, mcssage passing program-
ming, and a number of hybrid systems complete the picture of Lbc available parallel
computing infraslrUcture.
Atthc same time, thc diversity of applications that are available on parallel machines
adds even further complexity to the parallel systems puzzle. Scientific applications that
arc mainly numbcr crunching, transaction oriented applications that are mainly I/O ori-
ented, and real time applications Lbat arc mainly mission oriented are all types of appli-
cations commonly used on parallel computers. Needless to say thal each family of
applications has different requirements and consequently there arc different characteris-
tics of parallel systems infraslrUcture that affect its perfonnance.
In order to buill widely acceptable and applicable tools one would havc to account for
all the various combinations and provide an abstraction that would govern the behaviour
of the various architecrure/application pairs. Unfortunately this seems hopeless and until
today no such general methodology exists. Instead practitioners and scientists have to
come up with approximate solutions to thc performance analysis and visualization prob-
lem, often customizcd to the scenario at hand. 'This is the case for many perfonnance
analysis and visualization systems thaL come with a specific parallel machine and are
customized to analyse the behaviour of that machinc only bUl also for many systems that
customized for a specific programming model.
In this report we focus on systems and techniques that arc mainly applicable to distrib-
uted memory machines that have a message passing programming cnvironment. This
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includes sysLems where the programming environment might be data parallel, such as
HPF, but which are effectively implemented wough message passing. The reasons we
select to deal with these systems arc several. DistribuLed memory systems arc the most
reccnt member of the parallel systems family and thus less analysed. Thcy provide the
necessary mechanisms to scale up to thousands of processors (MPPs) providing enor-
mous computing power. They pose problems that are not faced in shared memory or
vector systems. For example inslrumentation techniques are much more involved and
visualization extremcly complicated.
In the first part of this report we survey somc of the most popular tools and the nomen-
clarure that governs the field.
In the second part we present our approach in designing a sysLem. More details of its
design can be found in the appendix.
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In this part we discuss the issue of perfonnance analysis and visualization from various
perspectives. First we go through a brief introduction of the main concepts, terminology
and jargon that is encountered in the area. We then discuss some of the most important
tools along with various other findings that are influencing further development.
_______----'1=.0 Main Concepts and Terminology
Generally speaking one can divide the perfonnanee analysis and visualization systems
in three components. The first is the monitoring or instrumentation component. 1his
system is responsible for collecting infonnation from the parallel machine, the program-
ming environment and the application that will later be used to analyse the perfonnance
at the various levels. The second is the trace data component. 1his component is where
the infonnation from monitoring is stored. The third component is the analysis and vis-
ualization component which will perfonn the actual task using the information stored
in the traced data. Sometimes we refer to the monitoring component as the back end of
the system and the analysis and visualization as the from end. We do not explicitly men·
tion the lrace dala since they arc assumed to be available. What provides the conceptual
link between the front end and the back end is the set of measurements and analysis
algorithms that one wants to apply to the parallel system. This set is the guideline that
defines what should the trace data component contain and thus effectively what should
the monitoring component provide. Furthennore the set of measurements and analysis
algorithms prescribes what should the front end present.
With the above abstraction in mind we proceed to describe the various types of meas-
uccments, instrumentation and analysis appoaches that one could follow to structure a
complete perfonnance analysis and visualization system. A number of researchers dis-
cuss the issue [6,30,39,46,47,48].
1.1 Types of Measurements
Most performance measures treat one or more of the following issues:
• how quickly a given task can be accomplished
• how well a system can deal with failures and other "unusual" situations and,
• how effectively the system uses the available resources.
Based on the above we can categorize the perfonnance measures of interest as follows:
• Responsiveness: it indicates how fasl the system under measurement can accom-
plish a given task. Possible measures related to responsiveness include waitil/g time,
processing lime, queue lel/gth e.t.c.
• Usage Level: evaluates the degree ofulilization of the various components of a sys-
tem. Examples of this measure arc the throughput and the /lsage. The objectives
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behind these measures are often in conflicL with those of the responsiveness, since a
well utilized system will in general respond slower.
• Missionability: indicates whether the system will remain operational for the dura-
tion of a task. Possible measures include the distribution ofwork, the interval avail-
ability and the lifetime.
• Dependability: indicates how reliable the system is in the long run. This category
includes measures such as meall time to failure, long-term availability, cost offail-
U"'.
• Pl'Oductivity: evaluates how effectively a user can accomplish a task. Examples
include measures such as useTfriendliness, and mailltainability.
• Performability: this category is often applied to contemporary distributed and paral-
lel systems, where several operational levels are possible. Performability measures
include:
1. instanlaneous availability: the probability !.hat the measured system is operational
at a given time.
2. interval availability: the fraction of time during a given time interval, during
which the measured system was operational.
3. cumulative performance: the total work accomplished during a time interval.
4. computational capacity: average work rale during a time interval.
Depending on the application thaL is being analyzed, the relative importance of the
above measure categories can vary. A typical diversification is given as:
• general purpose computing: relevant measures are repsonsiveness, usage levcl and
productivity.
• high availability computing: (includes transaction processing computing). relevant
measures include responsiveness, dependability and productivity.
• real time computing: relevant measures include responsiveness and dependability.
Utilization and throughput play little role in this area.
• mission oriented: relevant measures include reliability over a short period and
responsiveness.
• long-life computing: relevant measures include dependability and responsiveness.




The suitability of one technique or another depends on several factors, such as the stage
of the design of the application Lo be evaluated or the availability of performance data.
As an example, if we want to evaluate the performance of a given feature of an applica-
tion, that is still under development, measurements arc not possible, whereas the choice
between simulation and analytic modeling depends on the complexity and the accuracy
of the evaluation.
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The general classes of measurements identified above are the same for conventional as
well as for parallel systems. What is actually different is the way the measures arc car-
ried out, and the way the high level description of a performance analysis measure lrans-
lates into implementation techniques. The feature thal mainly characterizes parallel
systems with respect to conventional ones is lhe presence of more than one measure·
ment context. In general we can identify at least three such contexts:
• lhe local context which refers to what happens wilh a single processing element (e.g.
a process, a processor) of the parallel system,
• the interprocesslinterproc:essor context which refers to what happens between
cooperating processing elements, and,
• the global context which refers to what happens to the parallel system as a whole.
Mcasurcments performed at one level can provide information for the olher levels. For
example, the communication between processes residing on different processors con-
tribute to the definition of the interconnection medium load at a global level. Con-
versely, the communication latency between two processes depends also on the global
system conditions.
1.2 Types of Instrumentation
Instrumentation environmenL~ can be classified according to different criteria, that are
often related to the context where they aTe to be used. One broad classification refers to
the way the instrumentation environments are implemented. Taking this perspective we
have:
• hardware monitors, consisting of specialized hardware plugged on lhe target sys-
tem,
• software monitors, consisting entirely of soft ware modules embedded in the system
and/or application software of lhe target system, and,
• hybrid monitors, consisting of a mix of hardware and software modules cooperat-
ing.
Another common classification refers to the way the insuumentation collects the infor-
mation. Taking this perspective we have:
• sampled instrumentation, and,
• traced instrumentation.
In sampled inSlrumentation, the monitor takes samples of some system or application
resources and checks their state. A typical example of sampled instrumentation occurs
with time driven monitors, consisting of one or morc tasks that periodically wake up and
check lhe system slate. Sampled inslrumentation is simpler to implement than traced
instrumentation, but it provides only statistical information about the target system, and
often does not meet the performance analysis objectivcs.
In traced inSlrumentation, the monitor actions are consequences of events that bring the
systcm or the application to specified slate. An example of tmced instrumentation
occurs during debugging, where the presence of breakpoints in the program triggers the
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debugger. Traced instrumentation is the one most often used, as it allows for richer mea-
surement options. Wilhin the traced instrumentation category we can further subdivide
into three categories:
• event det.ection: gives infonnalion only about the occurrence of an event,
• event trace: gives information about the occurrence of an evenl and how this event
was produced.
• full trace instrumentation: gives full information about the events produced and
their origins.
Finally, another aspect that can be taken into account 10 classify instrumentation envi-
ronments refers to the way they internct with the target system. In this case we can have:
• intnlSive instrumentation, and,
• nonintrusive instrumentation.
1.3 Types of Performance Analysis and Visualization
In the real world the perfonnance analysis and visualization systems usually come
together with an instrumentation system that will provide the data Lo be analysed. Only
recent years it has become evident to the parallel computing community that many
advantages can be gained by separating the monitoring and instrumentation part from
the analysis and visualization port of the systems.
Analysis and Visualization can be classified according to the way the data are fed in the
system. Moreover, each category implies a specific type of instrumentation and degree
of intrusion. In this sense we can divide the systems in:
• on-line
• semi-on-line
• ofT-line or postmortem
On-line analysis is the kind of analysis that requires heavy instrumentation and a contin-
uous, real time stream of perfonnance elata. It is rarely useful for general purpose paral-
lel programming, mainly because of the huge amount of information coupled with
limited capacity of the user to Ir.J.ck down the events.
Semi-on-line analysis is a compromise between on-line and off-line analysis which pro-
vides a continues stream of data which, however, are not real time but have been pro-
duced in the near past of the application which is still running. This type of analysis is
particularly useful for applications that may execute for a long period, days or weeks,
and which we would like to analyse before the complete program is finished. For such
applications, semi-on-line analysis is rather a necessity than a choice since there would
be no easy way to store the tones of perfonnance data the application might generate
over a week for example.
Postmortem analysis is by far the most widely used in parallel computing not only
because of its flexibility but also because it can provide useful insight with reasonable
levels of instrumentation and intrusion to the analysed application. For this reason most
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available tools for performance analysis and visualization of parallel systems provide
mainly postmortem analysis.
Another way to classify the performance analysis and visualization tools for parallel
systems is to consider the type of programming model they support and the type of par·








tools. These categories are not mUlually exclusive and it is surprising to find a lool
belonging to more than one. For example a tool might very well support distributed
memory type of architecture which more often than not implies a message passing
model and at the same lime provide views and analysis for data parallel consLructs
which infer shared memory models. This has been very common lately, especially
because of the need La provide support for HPF which although is data parallel its
implementation is done on top of a message passing layer. For this reason classic mes-
sage passing based tools such as Pablo are being customized to provide dala parallel
views [52].
1.4 Qualitative and Quantitative Characteristics
It is evident from the above discussion that there is a large variety in the performance
analysis and visualizations tools. This makes their evalualion difficult since one has to
come up with meaningful criteria and at the same time useful for the user of the lOols.
Given the lack of standards in the area of performance analysis for parallel systems
there is hardly a single denominalor among lhe available tools. Thus, if we are to come
up we a set of useful comparison characteristics it has to be relatively abstract in order
lo be applicable in the vast helerogeneity of the existing tools.
We have selected lo address the lools we discuss in the conlext of the following charac-
teristics:
• age: in general the age of a lool gives an indicaLion of its current stale with respect to
the developments in parallel compuling. By age we mean the last update of the tool.
Given the rapid expansion of the parallel computing systems it is crucial for a loollo
be usefullo be regularly updaled and revised. A tool Lhal is continuously supported
and updated will take a ***. Tools with * and ** are either older or not supported
since they were produced.
• ease of use: generally speaking the degree ofeasiness that a tool possesses is quite a
subjective measure. In this conlext we agree to give a * to a tool that has a minimum
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graphical user inlerface. A lool that has a graphical user interface and conforms with
existing standards for GUI~ will get a **. A 1001 that has a contemporary GUI and at
lhe same time adopts a straightforward intuitive scenario or provides intelligent sup-
port for interacrlon will get a ***.
• scalability: scalability is again a very subjective measure based on a vaguely defined
concept. However, we include it because il is vcry important from a user point of
view. A tool lhat is designed to cope with a fixed amount of proccs~orsor enrlties
will gel a *. A tool that is able to provide analysis on a reasonable range will get a
**. A loollhat can in principle scale to any number of processors or entities will get
a ***. Evidently, a *** can only superficially be assigned to a tool based on its
design principles and techniques employcd since we can hardly test such tools for
data sets coming from more than 512 enlities.
• portability: ponabiliLy is included in the list because it is very important from a user
points of view since it provides a higher value to the result. If a tool can be used
across several platforms Lbe user can obtain meaningful and comparable results for
the application on a range of machines. Given the distinction between the insuumen-
lation system and the pcrformance analysis and visualization system, we will give a
* to a tool that provides portability of its visualization part. MosL of Lbe tools are
built on X Windows and thus their front end can run easily on most available work-
~tations. A tool wHl get a ** if the analysis model can cope with marc than one par-
allel models. A tool will receive a *** if its instrumentation subsystem can be poned
to more than one machines in a straightforward manner.
• extensibility: A tool that is proprietary will receive a * unless iL provides for an
explicit interface that allows the user Lo expand the analysis capabilities of the tool.
A tool that provides extension capabilities which however require moderate effort
will receive a **. A tool that provides for easy, straighlforward extension will
receive a ***.
• software engineering level: Since we are not able Lo jUdge the source code of pro-
prietary tools and the methods used for their design and implementation we arc
going to assume that these tools have excellent software engineering levels and
assign them a ***. This however need not be true. Tools Lbat are purely implemented
will rcceive a * and lOols that arc implemented on solid software engineering stand-
ards will get a **.
• documentation: In general a tool will get a * if iL is only accompanied by a brief
description and does noL have any support team. A tool will get a ** if it has a set of
documents including a user's guide and a reference guidc and some minimum sup-
port. A loollhat has a complete documentation and reasonable support wHl receive a
...
• availability: A tool that is publicly available will get a ***. A tool that is available
publicly but with strings attached will geL a **. A tool thaL is proprietary will get a *.
• standards: In general a tool lhat has been build around existing software slandards
and platforms such as XII will receive a *. A tool that is laking into account stand-
ardization efforts in the parallel development environments such as the MPI will
receive a **. A tool that contributes substantially in the definition of a defaclo stand-
ard or il supports such a standard will receivc a ***.
• speed/performance: A toollbat provides no special fealure lhaL would potentially
make it run faster will receive a "'. A tool that has provision for optimization of the
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analysis will receive a **. A toollhat provides for parallel execution of the analysis
task will receive a *** based on the assumption that it will run faster.
• applicability: A toollhat is able to analyse only a specific machine will receive a *.
A tool that provides possibilities to analyse a whole category of applications will
receive a **. A tool that provides multi-environment multi-architecture analysis
capabilities will receive a ***.
2.0 Current Problems, Methods and Systems
-------
In the last decade, along with the rapid expansion of the available parallel systems and
parallel programming approaches came a large number of tools aiming in assisting the
ta.."k of performance analysis and visualization. Most of lhese systems,have been aca-
demic prototypes demonstrating ideas and methods. These systems tend to become
obsolete very soon, since the groups that developed them lack the motivation and Lhe
resources to maintain and expand their original ideas. However, a number of systems
have substantially influenced the field and provide the basis for future research.
2.1 Problems and Methods
Several systems base the analysis they provide on traces generated by message passing
programming libraries. This kind of instrumentation is done at library level and is rela·
lively light weight instrumentation. One of the first message passing systems to generate
traces is PICL [18]. Also PARMACS [10] provides a trace facility that allows for the
collection of information that can be used for analysis. The original versions of these
libraries provided traces that could be viewed with ParaGraph [2S}. Recently both lools
have corne up with SODF [2] traces which are considered more portable and allow the
use of Pablo [50]. A proprietary version of ParaGraph has also been developed that sup-
poru the SDDP format. MPI [21] which has recently emerged as the message passing
standard has also provision for the generation of parallel execution profiles. However,
until today it has not specified other than the interface of the profiling facilities leaving
the specifics to the implementors.
The emergence ofHPF [37] and HPC[4] has revived the interest for data parallel kind of
analysis features. HPF (High Performance Fortran) and HPC (High Performance C) arc
initiatives that aUempt to establish a standard for parallel programming in Fortran and
C. Th~ features they provide arc mainly of data parallel programming model. One of the
main features ofthes~ programming frameworks is me ability to define the distribution
of various user level data structur~among the processors. Evidently this distribution will
largely affect the perfonnance since it will imply specific patterns of communications.
Ideally, the user would have preferred to avoid the burden of distributing lhe data since it
implies that he or she knows how to do so. Nevertheless, the chall~nge exists and tools
have been developed lhat try to cope with this. Hackstadt and Malony [22-25J attempt to
build a Data Distribution Visualization (DDV) environment that will assist exactly this
task. At present they support only HPF. Their main argument for introducing the ODV
methodology is mat the tradilional displays offered by ParaGraph, Pablo or Sieve
[55,56] can be effective for general parallel performance evaluation bUlthey fail to
address language specific issues. They implement a system based on the Data Explorer
of IBM [35] and a software level instrumentation that provides the necessary data to do
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FIGURE 1.
the analysis. The data result from a semantic analysis of the code and are lhen trans-
formed to a format readable by Data Explorer. The lechnique they present is interesting
however it seems limited to the distribution of lwo dimensional data struclures such as
arrays. The problem of how to visualize and manipulate the distribution of higher
dimension data structures such as multidimensional arrays, structured entities or classes
is not addressed in that context. Furthermore the altraetive graphical interpretations are
mainly due 10 lhe abilities of Dala Explorer which however is a 1001 thaI one has to buy.
Consequently lhe approach cannot be widely used. One very interesting visual display
that they introduce is the that of the Kivial Tube, a lhree dimensional object where the
planes depkl kiviat diagrams while the third dimension accounts for the change of these
diagrams over time, as shown in the picture below.
Kiviat Tube [23]
Pablo is also being modified [0 accounl for the necd to support language specific analy-
sis. Other systems have also been implemented to suppOrllanguage constructs [38, 40,
43.45. 53. 54. 58J
A number of techniques has emerged that attempts to stalically analyse and predicl the
performance of parallel applications based on a sequenlial source code or a parallel
source code of the application. In principal it is extremely hard to statically predict the
performance from an instance of the source code. The reason is lhat it requires substan-
tial semantic analysis which cannot be easily generalized. It is exactly the problem that
parallelizing compilers have not been able unlil today to address for general parallel
programming. This however does not mean the techniques are useless. For example the
approach of using profiles and performance estimates of sequential versions of an appli-
calion to guide the parallelization process has been introduced in some systems such as
the Vienna Fortran or Fortran D where interesting results are reponed [3, 16].
The need to consider the performance analysis of a family ofapplications and the ability
to use the experience available in the form of profile databases, and applications lypes
has also been addressed as a method to perform meaningful performance analysis for
application families [34, 59].
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Several problems remain open and need to be addressed. One of the most challenging i.s
the visualization and perfonnance analysis of scalable systems iliat can grow into large
number of processors (MPPs). A number of alternative approaches has been proposed
such as adaptive graphical representation, reduction and filtering, dynamic clustering
and spatial arrangement and generalized scrolling [12, 22, 48]. The problem with this
methods is that although conceptually sound, it is very difficulL to apply and implement.
Furthermore, lhe design of meaningful and useful analysis and visualization environ-
ments is still ahead. Let us not forget that the primary objective of the tools we are dis-
cussing is to help the user and not to confuse him even further. Consequently the
visualizations must be intuitive and easy to interpret, othenvise they are going lO be use-
less. ParaGraph and Pablo have gained their wide acceptance also because they buill on
top of sound intuitive graphic displays. The problem is that traditional displays such as
animations, barcharts and diagrams do not scale easily. Perhaps the combination of such
displays wilh filtering and clustering techniques is the way to solve the problem as we
address in the second part of this report.
One of the mosl disturbing obstacles in lhe development of performance analysis and
visualization lOols is the lack of standards at all levels. Standards for the visual presenta-
tion, standards for trace data, standards for inSlrUmentation. One can argue that stand-
ards are not available since their is no stable solution. However, the absence of slandards
makes the programming and development efforts extremely complicated and time con-
suming and for thal slow to prototype valuable ideas. One emerging standard in the
trace format such as the SDDF (which currently seems to be adopted defacto) will sub-
stantially help in this direction. Furthermore, standards such as MPI, HPF and HPC will
provide even more solid infrastructure to built on.
Still, however, as D.A.Reed [52] suggests, today, despite a solid technical base, building
successful, widely used perfonnance tools remains part art, part science and part engi-
neenng.
2.2 Existing Tools
Below we present a number of tools that we consider ofimporLance and which are
widely used by the parallel computing community for performance analysis and visual-
ization. A number of valuable surveys and collections for parallel programming tools
and perfromance analysis and visualization has appeared recently [11, 19,20,26,39,
41,.44.60].
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Presents performance information collected from fine-grained perform-
ance statistics with a scalable low level of intrusion
Displays summary statistics, integrated with a knOWledge base that sug-
gests ways to tunc the performance. Scalable measurement techniques
based on summary of collected events
Graphical Interface based on XII and Motif
Not portable since mosl components seem to be machine dependant
TABLE 2.
and counls along with compiler supported instrumentation it provides an environment
for scalable perfonnance analysis. The intrusion of the instrumentation is relalively [ow
and thus long running applications can be analysed. The data formal of the traces is pro-
prietary. Il provides a GUI, a knowledge base that support the analysis and a source code
browser for the instrumentation.
Prism








Integrated environment for debugging, performance analysis and visuali-
zation
Data visunlization with a number of different graphical representations.
Also profiling capabilities of the various system resources and intelligent
performance improvement advice
Graphical Interface based on XII and Motif
Not portable since most components seem (0 be machine dependant
inlegrated environment that supports debugging, data visualization and analysis. It is
based on compiler supported source code profiling. The ronnal of data is proprietary. It
includes a perfonnance adviser as well as graphical user interface. The level of intrusion
is relatively low bUllhe kind of instrumentation supported does provide for the genera-
tion of event traces.
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Perfonmmce monitoring of shared memory fearures. Performance runing
capabilities
Unix like profiling tools, hardware assistcd performance monitoring
Graphical Interface based on XII and Motif
Good for Shared memory machines and thus not easily portable to DM-
MIMDs
TABLE 4.
vides standard Unix profiling along with graphical profile viewers and supports source
code instrumentation for event generation and extensive t..imlng routines. It also has
hardware support for the perfonnance monitoring task.
Express








Provide a portable sct of lools for parallel programming
Profiling, source code ins!rumentation, timing, evenltracing
Graphical Intcrface based on XI I
Available for a wide variety of platforms
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available on many platforms. The part pertaining to performance analysis and visualiza-
tion supports profiling, source code instrumentation and timing accompanied with visu-
alization tools for these data. The various formals used are proprietary. Supports only its
own programming model.
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Complete environment for application development and performance ron-
ing
Hardware supponed syslem perfonnance visualization, Scalable inslru-
mentation, Use of a version of ParaGraph to Visualize lraces, traces gener-
ilted in Sddf
Graphical Interface based on XII and Motif
The monitoring system seems to be system specific (paragon), while some
of the visualiza!ion lools such as ParaGraph arc ponable across differenl
platforms
TABLE 6.
development environment which supports profiling and event trace generation along
with instrumentation suppon and graphical visualization tools. The lface formal used is
SDDP and can be visualized using a version of ParaGraph. There is also suppon for sys-
tem performance visualization using hardware assisted instrumentation.
AIMS








Toolkit that has been designed to provide for perfonnance evaluation of
parallel applications via measurement and visualization of execution
traces
Interactive instrumentation, Animated views like ParaGraph, statistical
analysis
Graphical Interface based on XII and Molif
Instrumentation is machine specific while the rest of the system is
designed to be available on various platfonns
vex (on top of PVM [15]). It is basically a toolkit that provides facilities to evaluale the
performance and visualize the obtained execution traces. It suppons graphical source
code inslrUmentation and Slalistical analysis. Also has the abililY to compute the inlrU-
sian level introduced by the inslrumentalion at a poslprocessing step.
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Provides on extensible interactive performance measurement tool thai
integrates data from a variety of sources. Supports a hierarchical approach
to performance lUning
Dislribuled computation of performance metrics, extensibility
Graphical Interface based on XII and Athena
Portable across Unix plalforms, however the programming model sup-
ported is relatively restrictive
TABLE 8.
interactive perfonnance measurement tool available on heterogeneous networks of Unix
machines. It supports hierarchical performance moniloring and parallel computation of
the performance melrics. The trace data are described by a relatively flexible format,
however the data collection cannot be controlled.
ParaGraph







Analyse performance traces based on some predefined analysis views
A large number of interesting graphic displays. Relatively simple to use
Graphical Interface based on XII
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Portability The fronl end runs on most workstations. The monitoring traces arc avail-
able to all machines that the PleL supports
number graphical views traces that have been generated by PIeL. Recently It has been
modified 10 understand SOOP lOa. It main power stems from the fast and intuitive dis-
plays it provides. Limitations include the lack of scalability potential and the fixed
views provided which cannot be changed by the user or with minimum effon.
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The Pablo [2, 49, 50, 51, 52] system is available from me Picasso Research group at
Pablo
Provided by vlue. Picasso Research Group
TABLE 10.
Main Objective· Provide a cuslomizable environment consisling of a set of performance
dala transformalion modules mal can be interconnected in user-specified
ways
Features Sddr, Adaptive instrumentation, configurability
Interface Graphical Interface based on XII and Motif
Porl.obility All components of Pablo are designed to be highly portable
UIUC. Inilial architcclure largets mclude CM-2, CM-5 and Paragon (as far as the inslru-
mentation is concerned). Pablo provides a powerful customizable environment consist-
ing of a set of performance data transformation modules. It allows for interactive source
codc instrumenlation and it defines the SDDF format for the lrace data which has been
widely accepted lately. Il has data sonification abilitics and provision for data immersion
(virtual reality) lechniques.
Upshot








visualizc cxccution traces generated by PIeL
similar to ParaGraph but each funclion has more gcnerali[)' and greater
depth
Graphicallmerfacc based on Xl I
on Unix workstations
traces thal have been generated using PICL but in grealcr detaillhan ParaGraph.
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Topsys/Patop







Provide scalable methods for perfonnance luning of parallel applicalions
on message passing systems
on-line mode of operation, hierarchical approach
Graphical Inlerface based on XII and Motif
TABLE 12.
Portability iPSC, Parsytec GC
tion of scalable methods for performance tuning. It has features for on-line analysis.
Seeplex
Seeplex [12, 13, 14,42] has a number of interesting features for scalable visualization of
execution traces. It uses PICL generated lraces. II incorporates the idea of the analysis
graph found in Pablo and originating in IBM's Data Explorer and Silicon Graphics AVS
systems. However instead of lransfonning the trace data il uses a sophisticated annma-










AVS like analysis graph, scalable graphical views
Open View graphical user interface
not sufficient data 10 judge
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Portable Instrumented Communication Library
easy to use message passing interface, !race facility
library interface
TABLE 14.
Portability available to a large number of systems
widely available message passing programmmg libranes to support trace generation.
The lraces generated by PICL can be viewed using ParaGraph.
MPI







ANL, U. of Mississippi
Portable Message Passing Interface
Complete set of message passing functionality, Does not standardize the
profiling procedures, does not specify I/O procedures
Library interface
Available to mosl major systems, both parallel and workstations
TABLE 15.
importance lies in the specification of the profiling interface of the library which when-
ever available will have substantial impact since the MPI is expected to be used widely
for parallel programming.
PARMACS







Portable Message Passing Programming Library for Fortran and C
Relatively good performance. Not very flexible trace format
Macro calls, library funclions
Portability Available lo mOSl major syslems, bOlh parallel and workstations
interfaces (PARMACS has been used primarily with fortran) to allow for the generation
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of traces. PARMACS lraces can be visualized using ParaGraph. Bolh PARMACS and
PICL arc considered obsolete and their most successful fcatures have been incorporated
in MPI. Thus they are expected to have significant impact in thc future.
2.3 Evaluation Characteristic tables
The two tables below rank the various characteristics prcsented in 1.4 for the tools pre-
sented above. Wherever we were not able to give a definite ranking we have put a nJa
indication.
Evaluation Characteristics (1)
Tool Ease 'Docum. Portability Extensibility sc~'rabillty Age
MPP ••• ••• • • ••• •••
Prism ••• ••• • oJ, oJ, .,
KSR-I oJ, ... • oJ, oJ, ••
Express oJ, ... •• • oJ, •••
ParAid ••• ••• •• • ••• •••
AIMS oJ, oJ, ••• oJ, oJ, oJ,
IPS-2 •• •• oJ, oJ, oJ, •
TOPSYS • oJ, • oJ, • •
Seeplex • • • oJ, •• •
Pablo ••• ••• ••• ••• •• •••
ParaGraph ••• • • • •• ...
Upshol oJ, oJ, • oJ, •• oJ,
MPI ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
PieL ••• •• ••• • •• ••
Pannac:s • • ••• • • •
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TABLE 17. Evaluation Characteristics (2)
Tool. Standards, SlW.level. Availability Performance Applicability
MPP • ... • ... •
Prism • ... • nI, •
KSR-I • ... • nI, •
Expre.~s • ... • nI, ..
ParAicl ... ... • ... •
AIMS .. nI, nI, nI, •
IPS-2 • nI, nI, ... ..
TOPSYS • nI, .. nI, •
Seeplex • • ... nI, nI,
Pablo ... .. .. ... ...
ParaGraph ... • ... • ..
UPShOl .. nI, ... nI, nI,
MPI ... .. ... ... ...
PIeL ... • ... • ..
Parmacs .. • .. • •
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In this part we discuss our experiences in designing and protolyping a performance
analysis and visualization environment based on lhe Pablo system. First we discuss
extensively lhe requirements lhaL a competiLive tool should address. Then we present its
design ancl characterisLics as well as me innovations introduced. Then we give a descrip-
tion of the interaction and lhe interface of the Patool which is similar to lhat of Pablo. A
more dewiled design of the Patool is to be found in !.he appendix of this reporl. There
the HOOD design methodology has been used to formalize the proposed design and lhe
necessary reengineering.
_______--'3=,0 Patool Requirements Analysis
There are several issues and points that must be considered in relation to the perfor-
mance analysis and visualization tool's requirements. The tool characteristics and oper-
ations are usually related to some special feature of the larget system. In the general ca~e
there measures and metries that can be displayed and visualized wilhout necessarily
knowing the specifics of their origin. Their final interpretation and understanding is left
to the user of the tool. For example, general memes such as utilization, load factor, turn-
around Lime e.LC. can be displayed if !.he data needed to calculate them are available in
the lrace darn and the rcspecLive formulas are known and clearly defined.
On the other hand, there are specific memcs, aggregate measures, graphs and visual dis-
plays lhat are directly related with some special characteristic of the target system, i.e.
!.he lype of programming model, !.he type of architecture and so on. It is this set of data
!.haL poses specific interest for Lhe performance analysis tool since it requires special
lrealmenl. Below we altempl to address all !.he issues and !.he points that must be consid-
ered funher.
Il must be noted that the main power of performance analysis tools and of the services
they provide are not merely the display and calculation of naked figures bUl!.he more
powerful possibilities resulting from approaches such as the ones below.
• AppJication odented analysis: Application oriented analysis is one of !.he most
important requirements for a performance analysis and visualizaLion tool. This is
evidenL, since very few of the existing systems cover this requiremem, and even
those which do, do so in an ad hoc, customized manner. On the other hand, the core
entity of performance analysis is the application itself, since it is !.he object that pro-
vides the lrace data and "provokes" the machine and run Lime environment to reaCl
and reveal their characteristics.
At the same time, il is the mosldifficult to accomplish, since it is certainly dependent
on a specific description or application class. Thus, the application level definition of
analysis and the classification of the types of applications to consider is extremely
important since it provides a methodological approach in rendering an as broad as
possible application area.
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• Data transformation and analysis techniques: It is important to nole that a high
degree of flexibilily in the number and type of transformations implies a high degree
of interaction with the user. This is evident since the user is the one thai has the most
complete unden;tanding of the application under analysis.
• Types of tool operation: Severnl of the functions performed by a performance anal-
ysis and visualization tool could opernte, in principal, in more than one modes. For
example animation, playback or simulation could be done on-line or off-line. Of
course, off-line mode of operalion is the most widely acceptable since it does not
require exlra hardware support or permanent insLrumenlalions and is much more
flexible.
• Data reduction aud filtering: The data reduction and filtering is one of the major
problems to face. It is directly relaled [0 the scalability of lhe lools, and is of impor-
lance, especially when considering Massively Parallel Machines. This is true since
this lype of machines are expecled to generate vast quantities of data and require the
display of hundreds, even lhousands, of objects (i.e. processors processes, tasks,
e.l.c.). Furthermore, the Massively Parallel Machines are usually distributed memory
machines (since shared memory machines cannot scale that much) and thus relate
the performance analysis with a specific class of hardware and corresponding run
time environment
The problem of optimal or even efficient solution to the reduction and filtering is still
an open problem and thus no widely accepted solution exists. However, solutions in
Ibis direction are available and one should consider lhem in the COnlcxt of perfor-
mance analysis and visualization lools. Such solutions include:
1. zooming techniques with respect 10 an inlerval appropriately defined in the per-
formance domain of the applicalion (i.e. time interval, process interval or mem-
ory interval)
2. restriction or selection to a subset of entities or events of interest based on some
predefined crilerion
3. equivalence clustering based on implicit relalionships among the various enti-
lies (Le. subcalculations, domain decomposition, task grouping c.l.c.).
It must be clear. however. thal all these solutions require prior knowledge of the environ·
ment and the specifics of the application, since they assume a subslantial intellectual
interaction and consideration (i.e. lhey cannot be easily automated). The zooming lech-
nique is slightly more general since il only assumes some type of ordered intervals,
however it is difficult to implement.
• Cooperation with existing packages: It is important for a performance analysis and
visualization lool that is expected lo be widely used lo have the possibility of cooper-
aling with other existing packages. Such packages might include other analysis
tools, spreadsheets, databases or even, as described below, code profilers and parallel
debuggers. This requirement could be accomplished by open design and compliance
with standards, whenever available.
• Code profiling: Code profiling requires heavy inslrumentation and produces vast
amounl of data. However, in specific cases where such profilen; exist, the inlerface
and cooperation of a perfonnance analysis and visualization tool with them should
be considered. Depending on the available data provided by the monitoring and
instrumentation syslem, the performance analysis lool could provide macroscopic




(i.e aggregate) measures such as the number of procedure invocations or block exe-
cutions.
• Debugging Support: Often performance analysis and visualization tools are used
for debugging purposes, not in the source code level, but for high level errors hidden
in the design of the application. Thus, it is not accurate to consider a performance
analysis and visualization lool as a real debugging tool. Such lools for parallel
machines are eXlremely machine dependent and they require excessive instrumenta-
tion. Debugging would require close knowledge of the source code of the applica-
tion, and since this can only be done through the trace data, it would imply heavy
instrumentation and intrusion in the observations.
However, for specific cases, a performance analysis and visualization tool mighl
interface to a parallel debugger.
Below we outline some basic features that ever performance analysis and visualization
tool is expected to have:
• utilization graphs (processor counl, charts (i.e. Gantt), summary proming, concur-
rency profiling, utilization meters and barcharts, applicalion specific diagrams)
• communication graphs (message queues, communication pauerns, playback/ani-
mation, topology graphs, communicalion barcharts and meters, communicalion traf-
fic, space-time diagrams)
• processor/task graphs (task lopology/mapping, task profiling/information summa-
ries)
• application specific graphs (application profile/summaries, allocation/mapping
information, resource utilization, application specific figures (i.e. errors, conver-
gence o(solution), application specific displays (i.e. domain decompositions an data
structure mapping)
• specific analysis (critical path analysis, behavior analysis, phase analysis)
3.1 User Requirements
It is clear that each individual user of a performance analysis and visualization tool will
expect something different. This becomes evidenl since there are more than one tasks
that one would like to perform with the support of a performance analysis and visualiza-
tion tool and there more than one types of users that might use the tool. Below, we
attempt to categorize these pOlential users and provide a sceteh of their respective needs.
These needs will prescribe respective tool requirements.
• System (ArchitecturelHardware) Designer: this lype of user is pOlentially inter-
esled in every detailed information coming out from the hean of the machine. This
information will likely include registers, memory, communication network, 110 sys-
tem and other cI11cial componenls of the machine. It is apparent that such informa-
tion can only result from heavy hardware instrumentation and thus the needs of such
users arc usually covered by specialized, in-house, cusLom designed performance
analysis and visualization lools.
• Syslem Software Engineer: this type of user is probably interested in specific infor-
mation coming from the run time environment. Such infonnation might include
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queue and buffer usage, allocation statistics, memory management information such
as available memory, page faulls and so on. Depending on the level of instrumenta-
tion, this information can be made in general available by the performance analysis
tool, however, it lends to be system specific.
• System Tool Developer: this type of user is probably interested in data and analysis
coming from the interaction ofspecific Lools with real applications. For example
communication libraries, precompilers, mappers, decomposers, static/batch schedul-
ers and/or load balancers arc all tools that interact heavily with the application pro-
grams.
• Application Developer: this type of user is mainly interested in application specific
figures and usually requires "custom designed" information. This is true because it is
not possible La have uniform information covering all the potential information for
different application classes, and also since each such class has differem characteris-
tics and different data interpretation and visualization needs.
• System Administrator/Operator: this type of user is mainly interested in macro-
scopic figures of the underlying system such as aggregate utilization, failures, I/O
usage, e.t.c. We are familiar with tools that offer such information for sequential sys-
tems (i.e. workstations). However, for the parallel systems is something difficult to
realize.
Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that for a performance analysis and visualization
lool, it is quite important to be able to cover ditTerem levels of expertise in parallel sys-
tems. Thus, a provision for ditTerem interactions must be considered. A straightforward
categorization according 10 the level of expertise could be:
• Novice: a user that has no real knowledge of the parallel system. Such a user might
come from a different discipline such a physics or chemistry, and merely intends to
find out the behavior of the application in a parallel machine. Such a user will possi-
bly want to perform experimentations (with respect La the application) in order to
fine tunc its performance (i.e. better numerical results, smaller approximation error)
and thus only need an integrated environment for handling and fast interpreting the
large amounts of data. Such a user will most often expect some intuitive information
or visual perception of the application on the machine and might not be interested in
any "confusing" information from the underling levels (Le. hardware, run time envi-
ronment).
• Moderate: a user that has knowledge of the parallel program (might know for exam-
ple parallel programming) and who understands what is going on in the run time
environment (i.e. with respect to communication, data distribution, c.l.c.). Such a
user might be after improving the implementation ofan application, thus looking for
information from the communication subsystem, run time environment and other
components.
• Expert: a user that has complete knowledge of the hardware and software. Such a
user might be interested in every single detail thaL the performance data can give.
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3.2 System Requirements
A perfonnance analysis and visualization 1001 is a software 1001 that must operate in a
certain environment The actual environment of the tool poses specific requiremenls thai
need to be further analyzed.
Hardware Requirements
MOSl probably the hardware environment that the perfonnance analysis and visualiza-
tion tool will operate, will consist at leasl of a parallel machine and a front-end or host
system. The front-end liYlitem lhal the perfonnance analysis and visualization tool
should be placed is usually a high-speed graphical workslation, with a high speed con-
nection to lhe parallel machine.
It is importanl to realize the necd of the high speed connection components since it has
already been pointed OUl thaI there is a vast data transfer belween the parallel machine
and lhe front-end. At the same time the perfonnance analysis lask itself needs substan-
tial computing power and fast graphical displays for the visualization purposes.
Il should be noled thal with loday's graphical displays and transfer speeds il is hard 10
consider on-line perfonnance analysis and visualization tools. It is very hard for the
end-user to take advantage of an overwhelming high speed action laking place onlo his
screen. Such a system would be of interest for machine inspection in real time environ-
menls, and most certainly would require hardware inslrUmentaUon and would pose a
greal deal of perfonnance perturbation and system inlrUsion. For this reason, "off-line"
or "posl-mortem" tools arc considered more efficient and of more general use.
Software Requirements
The performance analysis and visualization tool will necessarily inleract whh a number
of other software components. The run-time moniloring system and the instrumentation
software are the non-trivial and important ones since the overall inlegration of these
lools is of utmost importance for the system functionalilY. For this reason the inlerfaces
among lhese lwo components must be clearly and efficiently defined in order to yield a
modular tool with the desired characleristics.
The interaction belween lhe perfonnance analysis and visualizalion tool and the run-
time monitoring system and instrumentation soflware should be through the informalion
data and traces thal they provide.
Requirements. Standardization and Characteristics of the Trace Format
One of the mosl crucial components and the core of the input for the perfonnance anal-
ysis and visualization tool is the information coming from the actual execution of the
application program on the parallel machine. Thus both the application and the actual
traces are of importance.
Since the trace data are the interface entity, they must be described in a flexible, struc-
tured, self-describing, portable and scalable manner.
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Interfaces to other Components
Inlerfaces lo other components and external tools must also be considered. Such tools
might include preprocessors, databases or other packages such as spreadsheets thal need
to be integrated in order to increase the functionality of the 1001. For this reason, the
functional dependencies with these lools must be considered and clearly defined.
3.3 General Requirements
There arc several "magic" words that imply specific system characteristics within the
parallel community and prevailing nomenclature. We attempt to give our inlerpretation
of these terms in thc contcxt of a performance analysis and visualization tool, since
there is no universally accepted interpretation. Below we present some of the main gen-
eral characteristics that could in principle govern a system in order to make it auractive
to a wide range of users.
Portability
Portability allows a familiar environment which someone already knows how to use, to
be used in an otherwise alien parallel software environment.
It enables cross-system comparisons among archilecLure/application pairs, i.e. when
analyzing and presenting equivalent application performance data on multiple, differing
parallel machines, one can study the effects of system software and machine architec-
ture in the application performance.
The portability requirement for the performance analysis and visualizalion tools can be
met if these tools are built on top of widely available slandard packages. They can lake
advantage of the uniformity of the "sequential" world since they are running in the
front-end of a parallel machine which is in mosL cases a high-speed workstation.
What poses some problem in the portability of the performance analysis and visualiza-
tion tool is the availability of portable performance data. This refers to data lhat can be
used in different contexls with the same conceptual meaning and interpretation. For this
reason it is important to pay special attention to the characteristics of the trace dala for-
mat and manipulation capabilities. Dala must be described in a self-explaining way,
with a high degree of freedom following a struclUred approach.
Furthermore, in the case that part of the performance analysis and visualization lool
functions, such as data reduction and preprocessing are done in parallel, again portabil-
ity is an issue that needs further consideralion.
To the best of our knowledge, no widely acceptable performance analysis and visualiza-
lion tool exists that directly exploilS a parallel resource for each computation needs.
However, the task of performance analysis and visualization as the size of available lar-
get systems grows, it becomes itself a computationaly intensive Lask, which in tum
might need to be done in parallel. A possible solution that might offer a degree of porta-
bility in this case, would be lo built the parallcl parts of the tool using an existing well




defined ponabilily layer. It must be noted however, that this will result in less universal
components of the performance analysis and visualization tool since the problems of
parallel programming are inherited.
Scalability
Scalability becomes of great importance as a characteristic, mainly becausc of the
emerging generation of Massively Parallel Processing computen;. These syslems deliver
their services on a wide range of variable number of processing elements, starting from
a few tens up 10 thousands. As t.he parallel system scales in size and performance, so
must do the performance analysis and visualization environment.
Scalabilily of a performance analysis and visualization too! not only implies that the
environment musl be capable of caproring and analyzing data from a very large number
of processing elements, it must also be capable of presenting those data in ways that arc
intuitive and instructive. Rcduction and analysis of performance data from hundreds or
thousands of processors is itself a computalionaly intensive task and maybe some por-
tions of the performance analysis environment might need 10 executed on a high perfor-
mance computer. Current presentation techniques are based on presenting in a very fine
grain fashion (Le. process by process, processor by processor) the results. It is obvious
that such techniques are very difficult to scale (i.e. screens arc small to show thousand of
processors). Moreover, they might yield quite complicated outputs which would be very
dlfficult and time-consuming to interpret and to use. Thus, reductions and groupings
might also be needed for scaling the presentation (i.e. show processors grouped under
some equivalence relation, show modules of software/application which logically form
a coarser part of the whole, provide aggregate and not detailed measures e.l.c.)
Extensibility
Extensibility must be carefully balanced against ease of usc. If a 1001 's functionality is
too limited, it will not be used. Conversely, if a tool is too general and does not support
common ca~es in obvious and intuitive ways, users will abandon it in frustration. Tools
should in principal be extcnsiblc in all aspects, such as:
• lype of analysis (addition of new tcchniques)
• type of visualization (addition of new graphs and displays)
• customization (user defined events and analysis methods
Configurability
Configurabilily is also important since for a performance analysis and visualization tool
to be challenging and attractive it must allow various, successful existing packages to
communicate (Le. common spreadsheets) and/or should be able to consider already
existing software (Le. vast collected sets of performance data).
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Ease of Use
Patool
Ease of use is quite subjccLive requirement since it refers to each ones personal taste and
sense of ease. However. a minimum set of requirements for a tool to be user-friendly
and easy to use would be to offer:
• good documentation
• support
• on-line help and tutorial
• graphical interface
• color and sound
• clicking and browsing operations
________4=.0 Patool Design, Overview and Characteristics
4.1 An Overview of the Patool
The performance analysis and visualization tool (PalDol) aims to assist in the under-
standing and utilization of trace data coming from a parallel machine on which an
application is executing. The Palool is expected to be used for analyzing the perfor-
mance based on trnce data which are stored in a trace file under a predefined format.
Furthermore, it is expected to present the results and data in a graphical and intuitive
fashion on a graphical workstation. The tool has been designed using HOOD l tool and
is being buill on widely available packages and tools.
In general. the kind of information that is presented is based on a set of measures and
metrics such as:
• a set of predefined intuitive measures that reveal information in graphical form, and
which have been proved useful within the sciemilic community,
• a set of aggregate measures or events extracted (or compiled) from (by) the basic
measures as a result of logical correlation of the available information,
• and, finally. a set of statistically defined measures.
The above list comprises a large number of information that yields rigorous insight on
the machine/application behavior.
The necessity of a performance and visualization tool for parallel machines and applica-
tions has already been justified. What should be noted here is that the design and imple-
mentation of the Patool presented allempts to provide a unique tool for such a task
which will be both highly competitive and easy (0 use. The current availability of related
tools indicates a substantial gap among tools provided by the academic community and
1. Hierarchical Object Oriented Design [33]
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those available on commercial machines. In the first case we observe a number of inter-
esting features, but at the same time an inadequacy in several occasions because of their
generality. In the second case, we observe high (producl) qualiLy bUllimited applicabil-
ity, usually only on the machine they are delivered for.
Our approach attempls to fill this gap to a satisfying degree by providing a tool that,
while maintaining a substantial degree of generality, it will not fail to be effective and of
good quality. Special emphasis is given in lhe portability oflhe tool across several plal-
fonns so as Lo increase its applicabiliLy. This is accomplished to a great degree by lhe
Lype of interface that has been selecLed with the trace data and the monitoring subsystem
and the conligurabiliLy of the Patoo!. Scalability of the Patool is seriously considered
and attacked via a pragmatic approach which is based on powerful data filtering and
reduction rather than on research for "fancy" graphical presentation which, until today,
has proved to be disappointing. By providing the possibility of abstracting the daLa and
selectively trueing portions of the overall computation we achieve a "functional" scal-
ability, leaving for the unknown future the discovery of data display mechanisms that
will challenge the available screen capacity limitations.
4.2 Background and Origins
Substantial work has been carried out over the years in the area and remarkable achieve-
ments prove the resulls of this work. We try to use as much as possible lhe experience
gained from lhis work and in some ca~es built on top of it. Mentionable examples of
previous work that we are using include the Pablo analysis system developed at UIUC
[50,51] and the ParaGraph analysis system developed at ORNL [28]. Both systems
have proved lO be quite popular among the scientific community and employ a number
of interesting features and approaches. Both tools perfonn what is generally called
"posnnortem" analysis.
ParaGraph offers a multitude of ways lhal data can been presented to the end-user.
These ways basically include graphical displays thal present data previously gathered on
a parallel machine running an application. The collection of data is based on some light-
weight instrumentation hidden in the Message Passing library called PICL [18]. Over-
all, ParaGraph takes as inpuL a trace file gathered from PICL and OUlpULS a number of
graphical displays of these data. The type of infonnation stored in the trace file is stati-
cally defined and cannol change. Thus, the nexibility of dala analysis is limited by the
type of data collected. Moreover, ParaGraph has a limited number of processors that can
handle, making it useless for analyzing data from large configurations.
Pablo gains its power from two basic characteristics. First, it gives birth to the notion of
the analysis graph, in the context of perfonnance analysis and presentation lools, giving
the possibilily lo the user to define the type of analysis 10 be carried out. Second, it pro-
vides a powerful way to represenl trace data, called Sddf. Sddf gives the possibilily to
have a dynamically changing set of infonnation slored in the Trace file, based on some
high level definition. One other advantage to be taken into account, is Pablo's powerful
software construcLion which is completely object oriented. Still, Pablo suffers from the
same problems more or less that ParaGraph does in tenns of overall output. Some addi·
Lional problems include lhe low quality, although more general, of the graphical dis-
plays, and the limited distributed capabilities thal it offers.
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Our design approach is based on laking from these existing solutions what seems to be
interesting, and by building on top of it, provide a 1001 that bypasses the mentioned
problems and others nol menlioned explicilly here. We lake advantage of a number of
interesting displays and animalion features offered by ParaGraph. Also we take advan-
tage of the software architecture and the powerful fealures of Pablo (i.e the analysis
graph and the Sddf fonnat). Taking this approach, we our able to have a starting point
which is far from zero, and which we believe is a good place 10 start for delivering an
ambitious and challenging performance analysis tool for parallel machines.
4.3 Innovations and Extensions
In the Patool design, we have undertaken a major effon in order to provide a number of
features and characLeristics thaI will attribute to the tool the necessary advantages to
compete with the existing lools To achieve this, a number of new things had to be iden-
tified and considered. We have done [hat not from scratch, as mentioned above, but
based mainly on Pablo. In the design we follow an incremental approach by first provid-
ing a number of extensions and adjustments and then building a number of new features.
We exploit the paradigmatic software structure of Pablo and use completely object ori-
ented philosophy in the system. Also, since we adopt the Sddf format and the notion of
the analysis grnph as both being powerful in the context of the Paloo], we are able to
reuse a considerable portion of Pablo. Furthermore, we are taking advantage of several
displays of ParaGraph to improve on the displaying capability of the 1001. Lastly, we
identify a number of drawbacks in these systems and we attempt 10 improve them. The
points where explicit extensions and improvements have been designed include:
• The type and appearance of the displays offered by Pablo, although seemingly gen-
eral, are of [ow quality and practical use. This is because they miss explicit correlat-
ing information with entities and events identified in the trace data and also because
lhey are bounded to numerical values. At the same lime, the ParaGrnph displays are
fixed statically 10 a maximum, something that restricts their applicability and use.
We device extensions, based on Pablo displays that improve the qualiLy and useful-
ness while at the same time, using the filtering and reduction mechanisms we obtain
the necessary abstractions and groupings to achieve scalability.
• The fact thal both tools do not allow for a multiple analysis session poses a serious
obstacle in terms ofproduCLivity and operational capability. We ex(end the infra-
structure offered by Pablo to provide for multiple analysis sessions in a natural way.
This is accomplished by adding a number of features to the graphical editor and also
to the management of the analysis graph. By allowing more than one analysis graphs
under the same tool insLance we increase the interactivity. Funhermore by providing
graphic editor features that are common elsewhere (i.e. cut, paste, move) we provide
for reusability of existing work and thus increase productivilY.
• The facL thaI none of lhe tools provides lhe possibility for distributed operation in
terms of processing, file sharing and session residence poses inherent difficulties and
drawbacks in the overall productivity and usefulness. By extending the tool to oper-
ate on a distribuLed environmenl we provide both points 10 the end-user of the tool.
We achieve this by reengineering the software architecture based on the power of the
object oriented design and the available distributed processing capabilities in UNIX
LAN,.
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• Finally, in all cases, the analysis applied to data is improved, both by extending the
available mathematical tools but also by increasing the use of inherent properties
described lhrough the events relationship.
Allhough a substantial improvemenl over the curremstale of lhe art, lhe above exlen-
sions are not enough to meet our goals. We have designed a number of new develop-
ments lhat built on top of the extended system to combine the most useful features and
10 provide new ones. The extensions we designed and are being prototyped include:
• new filtering and reduction uniLs. As mentioned earlier, they provide the means to
scalable analysis via selective grouping and abstraction. The filleting unit allows for
selective processing and grouping of lhe trace data based on evenllauribute identifi-
cation, i.e selection of trace data coming from a range of nodes, or seleclion of trace
data pertaining 10 the exchange of information among selected participants. The
reduclion unil allows for the abstraction of trace data into groupings thai bare some
logical coherence, expected to be understood by lhe user, i.e reducing lhe evenL" pro-
duced by a group of processes or nodes to one entity, and then analyzing that enlily
as a unit This can for example allow a large machine configuration to be trealed as a
smaller machine by reducing lhc single nodes to groups of nodes treated as a single
enlity.
• semi-on-Iine analysis of data captured from a parallel application. This is extremely
useful for application that run long. and most likely generate huge amounts of trace
dala to be manipulated effectively and timely. This improves considerably over the
traditional pOSlmorlem approach and increases the usefulness of lhe lool for real-
world applications. We achieve rhis by providing for overlapping of data generation!
gathering and dala processing. This is done by laking instances, over lhe time, of the
trace data and process them. Although rhis approach does not result in real time
analysis it improves substantially the "only postmortem" solulion while it avoids lhe
expensive and heterogeneous hardware requirements posed by the real lime analysis.
• animation and playback units that are not found at all in Pablo and arc found in a
restricted version in ParaGraph. The necessity for animation and playback is appar-
em. Also motion features such as step and run modes. and rewind give the flexibility
nol available in current tools.
• new displays that are cuslomized to specific applications and machines. This is very
useful since such displays enable more effieienl analysis in specific cases. For exam-
ple animating communication over a hypercube arehiteclure might prove extremely
useful, since a large number of the available machines falls in this category.
• Finally, perhaps the most innovalive of all the new developments is the possibilily
for automatic session generation. In rhis development, we view thc use of the Patool
as the means of defining the analysis 1001 which the user would like to have. Using
the Patool, the intended result can be prototyped and experimented. Whcn the resulL
is satisfying we generate an independent tool that performs only the needed analysis
without the burden of interacLing with the overall interface over and over. In this
sense, the Patool serves as a performance analysis lools generator.
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The overall funclionalily of lhe Palool has been outlined above. In this seclion we give a
more concise description of lhe tool operation.
Every time the end-user uses the Patool he/she creatcs an analysis session. Before any
session can be started. the availabililY of Iracc dala and their structural descriplion is
assumed. The next step in generaling an analysis session is to define the type ofanalysis
the user wants. This is done by defining an analysis graph which represents a high-level
descriplion of the analysis procedure. including inputs, processing and inlcnded OUtputs.
An analysis graph can be either defined interactively or loaded from a predefined analy-
sis graph library. Al the point where an analysis graph has been defined, the user is able
(Q select and dislribute the processing of data. The analysis graph is a directed acyelie
graph (DAG) and il consists of a set of units. that are represented by nodes and which
perform the actual data processing. and by the arcs that denote Lhe data rouling among
the processing units.
Once everything with respect to the analysis graph has been set up.lhe user can stan the
processing by binding the input points of the graph to a lrace file. The User can alter the
graph as many limes as necessary to achieve the desired analysis. Once the shape of the
analysis has been stabilized the user is able to generate a stand-alone version of the
Patool, i.e a new tool, that will roulinely perform the stabilized analysis in the feature.
Viewing it this way, the user can generate as many "ParaGraphs" as necessary lo gel the
job done.
The User can define whether the graph is supposed to work on a stalic fashion (postmor-
tem) or in a windowing fashion (semi-on-line).
The definition of the analysis graph consists in selecling the units that are going to do
the processing, interconnecting them in a logical sequence and configuring their opera-
lion. The ability to graphically manipulale the analysis graph allows to reuse previously
generated analysis graphs as part of the definition of a new one.
The overall interaction with the tool can be done in a distributed environment. The User
can rcquest the distribution of the processing of the graph in a subtree level.
4.5 Components
A general observalion of the implementalion strucluring of the Palool is that it is com-
pletely consisted of objects. Each module usually is the home of more than one object,
providing a set of operations. The purpose of each object in most cases becomes appar-
ent from its context. Whenever this does not hold. we make an explicit comment. In
general, all objects provide operalions for crealion and deletion. These operalions are
designed in such order. Ihal when an object is generated, a data structure along with the
operations thal manage it comes to birth. When it is deleted, it simply seize to provide
any operation. Nolice, that we can have more than one objects of the same type, thus we
are able to duplicate or distribute their functionality.
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The overall design of the system can be regarded as a client-server arrangement Thc
Manager module is the server of the system, the Toolkit and FdSuit contain clients of
this server, and the Access and User Interface contain the methods with which the cli-
ents interact with the server.
User Interface
The User Interface module contains a number of operations that provide the possibility
to interact with the system. It is comprised offour modules, the Control, the Display, lhe
Tools and the Help.
1. Control
The Control module contains operations that are used to create the various menus,
manage the Patool resources (penaining to the look and feel of the tool) and to start
up Lhe Patoo!'
2. Display
The Display module contains operations to create and manage all the necessary dia-
logs and interaction points with the user. Il provides for three different types of dia-
logs.
3. Tools
The Tools module provides operaLions for interacting with orner tools via the Patoo!.
At this point iL" operations are not completely detennined since Lhere has been no
decision on which tools to integrate. This is the interface poinl of Lhe Patool that
needs to be exploited at a later pha..e. Currenlly, only a number of foreseen opera-
tions has been prototyped.
4. Help
The Help module contains all Lhe operations necessary to generate and inLeract with
Patoot help system.
Manager
The Manager module contains the operations that buill up the actual kernel of the
Patool. In this sense, this module can be considered as the server and the functional
units that are described later as the clients of this server. It is comprised by three ditTer-
ent modules, rne Dispatch, the Run Time and Lhe Data.
1. Dispatch
The Dispatch module, contains the operations that are used to request general ser-
vice from the run time system.
2. Run Time
The Run Time module contains the start up operations as well as the main service
process that fonns Lhe hean of the Patoo!'
3. Data
The Data module contains the operations that are used to service the general requests
to I.he various processing units and to the environment of the system.
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FdSuit
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The FdSuit module provides two processing uniLS and a set of operations to manipulate
graphically me analysis graph. The modules are lhe Fillers, the Reducers and lhe Graph-
ical Editor.
1. Filters
The Filters module provides the fillering processing unit which allows the selection
of events and data ranges from trace data. As mentioned earlier, this unit is the basic
vehicle for obtaining scalability in lhe analysis. The fillering is done on lhose data
that contain types of information that can be fully ordered. It provides also for the
definition of predicatcs as a means (0 filter the data.
2. Reducers
The Reducers module provides lhe reducing processing unit which allows to abstract
over the trace dala. This is accomplished eithcr by range selection or by predicate
definition and the result is a ncw enuly that groups the information of the selected
entities. For example, when we want 10 treal a range of processors as a single proces-
sor, we specify the range of these proccssors to map to a new processor which now
becomes the entity of reference. 1his tcchnique is powerful in abstracung large con-
figurations and complex applications in a way that we can tackle the analysis of their
behavior more efficiently.
3. Graphical Editor
The Graphical Editor module, provides a number of operations to manage the analy-
sis graph. 1l provides operations for managing nodcs, edges and the display and
manipulation of these two objects in conjunction with the analysis graph.
Toolkit
The Toolkit module is the home of the majority of processing unilS thal arc used in the
analysis graph. These units are structured in three different modules according to their
intended functionality. A fourth module is included for extensibility purposes and cur-
rently provides no processing unit. Additional processing units extending the function-
ality of the system are to be added there. Each processing unit is implemented as an
objecllhal provides a set of operations. The types of operations provided by the process-
ing units are, as expected, quite similar. All of them have creation and deletion opera-
tions. All of them have run operations which implement their run time behavior. Most of
them provide for storing and loading their configuration parameters from files, thus
allowing the creation of analysis graph libraries which have readily configured modules.
Also most of Ihe unilS have a number of secondary operations such as illit, collfigure and
ready which assist in their run time management. A large number of units has been
directly adopted from lhe functional units list found in Pablo with minor modifications
and a number of units has been created from scratch.
1. Transform
The Transform module contains two main modules. The Mathematical and the Syn-
thesize module.
The Mathematical module contains a number of processing units that perform math-
ematical transformations on the data.
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The Synthesize module contains three different modules which provide operations
for restructuring the available data. The synthesize array provides operations that
allow the creation of multidimensional entities from a collection of scalars. The syn-
thesize vector provides a number of operations for creating vectors from a collection
of scalars and the synthesize coordinates provides a set of operations for creating
sequences of ordered pairs (i.e. cartesian product) from a collection of scalars. All
these aggregate data structures are of use in the various presentation and display pro-
cessing units.
2. Present
The Present module contains a large number of processing units thaI are used to dis-
play the data. All these processing unit,> take as input either immediate data from the
trace file, or data that arc the intermediate result of preceding computations.
3. Display
The Display module contains three basic modules, the Playback, the Animation and
the Zooming. Each one of them provides a processing unit that generates the respec-
tive output. The animation and playback differ in Ibal the playback is done on a gen-
eral diagram of a hypothetical machine, while the animation simulates a predefined
architecture. Currently the only two foreseen arc hypercubes and arrays, while the
playback is done in a ring like (fully connected) machine diagram. The Zooming can
be applied as a preprocessing step to animation or playback in order to provide
groupings of processor thaI wHl appear. 1his allows to focus on a particular portion
of the application or of the machine.
4. Extent
Currently it provides no operation. It only provides the templates and methods that
will make easy the extension of the unit library.
Access
The Access module contains the implementation of all the necessary operations to
manipulate the trace data. The capabilities offered by these operations arc those that
give birth to the power and flexibility in moving data around, from the trace files Lo the
analysis graph processing units, among the processing units, and from the processing
units to the output units. These operations are implemented within the Query Support
module.
Also operations that read the interpretation procedures encoded in the Trace Data mod-
ule, allow for the conversion among differentlrace data formats. These operations are
implemented in the Conversion module.
The Database module currenlly is empty. Its purpose is to provide an Interface 10 a
future extension in the Patool that will allow for reading Trace Data formats that arc
stored in Databases (i.e. SYBASE, ORACLE or INGRES) and not in plain files.
1. Query Support
The Query Support module provides operations for four different kinds of entities.
Dictionaries, Descriptors, Iterators and Pipes. Each entity has a different purpose,
but all of them pertain to the manipulation of the trace data. They are nwned after the
structures suggested by the Sddf formal. Dictionaries provide operations for manag-
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ing sets of structures, records and lags. Structures contain records, and records are
idenlified in terms of tags. Each individual slruclure is assigned a descriptor. Each
individual record consists of fields. Each field defines some aU.ributes. Thus the set
of operations provided by the lhree modules, Dictionaries, Descriptors and Iterators
is combined to manipulate the trace <lata in a hierarchical fashion.
The Pipe operations assist in moving data among the various input, processing and
output units of the analysis graph.
2. Convertion
The Convertion module provides operations for converting among different trnce file
formats and storage versions. There are operations for convening belween PICL and
Sddf and also versions for converting among Ascii and Binary encodings of Sddf
formals. The third type of operation, between Sddf and Other format is there for
extension purposes and currently provides no implemented operalion.
3. Database
Currently, the Database module provides no operalions. It contains only templates
and methods that model the integration with a DBMS system mat would support the
organization and handling of tracc data.
Trace Data
The Trace Data module incorporates the definition of the trace data structures imported
in the syslem. The informalion in this module is crucial in the sense thaI it is the only
place where the structure of the truce file is recorded along with the detailed description
of the individual information to be found. The module is divided in two submodules.
The first provides the definitions of trace data in Sddf [ormal. The second defines the
interpretalion structure to be used to import in the Patoollrace data that have been gen-
erated by some other tool.
1. Sddf Specifications
This module contains the Sddf trace data source descriptions. The operations pro-
vided by the Access module, allow for reading and deciphering the information in
these data structures.
2. Alien Specifications
This module contains the interpretation procedures that must be followed when read·
ing trace data that are provided by other lools in some alien formaL For each alien
format supported, an Sddf description of the interpretation procedure is included.
5.0 Patool Use, Interaction and Interface
_____--c~
In this chapter we attempt lO give a pracLical description of the Patool features and char-
acteristics.
Repeating the general idea, the Patool is aimed to be a software toolthal is used for per-
formance analysis and visualization of parallel applicalion/archilecture pairs. Thus, it is
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natural to assume that the user of lhe Patool is interested in analyzing a given applica-
tion that has been running in a parallel machine.
5.1 Use of Patool
The first and most important piece of information assumed by the Patool is the availabil-
ity of trace data that contain information about lhe application that runs on lhe machine
and possibly infonnmion regarding the machine status while running the application.
The Patool accepts trace data in Sddf fonnat.
The second piece ofinfonnalion assumed by the Palool is the availabiliLy of an analysis
scenario. That is to say, the knowledge of what kind of infonnation needs to be ana-
lyzed, in what sense, and how il should be presented. This infonnationis provided in the
fonn of a configuration, which is nothing else but an analysis graph with source the
trace data and sinks the various desired outputs of [he analysis. A configuration may be
either available to the user (i.e. it has been previously specified by others and is available
in lhe fonn of a library) or it can be interactively specified using the Paloo!. Nonnally, a
routine analysis configuration that is done over and over will be defined only once and
used with different sets of data. On the other hand, an analysis configuration thaI is aim-
ing in some customary data will be defined interactively and maintained accordingly.
As mentioned above an analysis configuration is nothing else but a directed acyclic
graph with a set of source nodes and a set of sink nodes (Le. a network). The source
nodes represent the raw input to lhe analysis and the sink nodes represent the output of
the analysis. The internal nodes of an analysis configuration represent inlermediate
"computing" sLeps, that are necessary either to transConn the raw data in a convenient
data structure or to compute some new data as a function of the raw data.
Having in mind the above and assuming that the user needs to define (Le. there is no
available configuration for his/her problem) a configuration we can summarize the steps
lhal need to be taken as follows:
• Decide on what the raw data are, i.e. choose the trace data file(s) 10 be uscd. The
trace data might be available in a postmortem fashion or in an scmi-on-Iine fashion.
• Decide on what the analysis output should be, i.e. a bargraph depicting message traf-
fic, an average of the message size among the messages exchanged betwecn a scI of
nodes, a piechart denoting the percentage of messages originaling from each of a sct
of different nodes, e.LC.
• Identify the intennediate sleps that are necessary to transfonn (or process) the raw
dala in order to have the necessary outpul,
• Specify, through interaction with the Patool, an analysis configuration lhal matches
the above decisions.
The definition of the analysis configuration that matches the kind of analysis the User
wanls to do can make use of a large number of functional units (i.e. input, output, trans-
ronnation, compuLing uniLs) available within the Patoo!. The definition oflhe graph is
done easily, in a graphical manner, by creating nodes and linking them together in a
fashion that is a mapping of the processing the user has already identified.
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The above interaclion is the core interaction that a user has wilh the Patool. Once an
analysis configuration has been created (or loaded if using an already available configu-
ration) then the graph is run.
Running the analysis configuration effectively means start feeding raw dam in lhe
source set of graph nodes and receiving oulput information on the output nodes. The
multitude of lhe output information is meant to provide differem possibilities that will
reflect the needs of the application that is being analyzed.
A complete list of the available functional units can been found in the Palool design
document. Here we only mention briefly some classes of them:
• File input units: used only as source nodes to denote a trace file (raw data) inpul
point to the analysis configuration,
• File oulput units: used only as sink nodes to denote a "lransformed" data output.
Reasons for using such a unit might be for example the need for "preprocessing" of
the trace data and a generation of an intermediate data object in Sddf format (e.g. the
initial data but filtered to include only a range of processors and their respective
information),
• Structural transformers: units that given a sequence of raw data generate multidi-
mensional SlrUetures of the data which can be later used more conveniently,
• Graphic unit,,: used 10 output the collected information in a graphical way, i.e. in the
[orm of a bargraph or a piechart, but also used for simulation of a sequence of
events, such as for example the animalion unit.
5.2 Interaction with the Patool
As already mentioned, the interaction with the Patool is necessary at various stages of
an analysis session. Reasons for inleracting with the lool might be:
• housekeeping of files and saved configuralions,
• analysis configuration definition, loading and updating,
• data format conversion (Le. from Sddf to PICL),
• analysis session (i.e. running an analysis on a on a specific instance of data).
The above reasons constitute the majority of interaction probes with the system. In the
previous chapter we saw an extensive description of an interaction needed to accomplish
the analysis definition. Here we will attempt 10 correlate the abstract actions with spe-
cific, in lhe context of Patool, actions.
The Trace file
As already mentioned, the most crucial piece of information needed to initiate an analy-
sis session is to have available some data to analyze. These data, referred to as trace data
are either available as a file somewhere in the file system (poslmonem analysis), or are
10 be provided via an on-line connection with the monitoring subsystem (semi-on-line
analysis).
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The lface file infonnation appears in two ways within the Patool. One is when the trace
file is to be converted (if the user selects so) and the other when the file is to be used for
processing. In all other cases, its existence is assumed but there is no explicit reference
to it.
In the first case, where the user wants to convert the trace data file from one fonnat 10
another, he/she inleracts with the general menu. By selecting (Tools)(Conven-
ers...)(Xxxx)' the user is provided with a file selection dialog in order LO define the
source and the destination. When both file names have been specified, the conversion
takes place.
In the second case, where the trace data file must be used for aCLual processing, the
interaction takes place during the analysis graph definition. When a source in the analy-
sis graph is defined (via the module selection dialog), it must be configured with infor-
mation that either specifics a static trace file, or an on-line connection analysis data
feeding.
The above two cases arc the only lWO when the aCLual trace data file musl be referenced
by the user. However, there is a large number of tasks that involve the trace data file
which are done invisibly from the user and are performed automatically by the system.
Lei us briefly mention some of them:
• infonnation decoding,
• data interprelation,
• data diclionary loading and update,
• dala generation (in the case we are dealing with an output processing unit).
The trace data themselves can come either in descriptive (ascii) fonn or in compact
(binary) fonn. The user can change the representation using the (Tools)(Conven-
ers...)(Xxxx) selection. Data within the Patool system are handled in compact fonn,
thus, when the initiallile provided is in ascii, it is automatically (dynamically) converted
inlo binary and used, for reasons of efficiency.
The Definition of the Analysis
As already mentioned, one of the most important tasks the user must carry out with the
help of the Patoo] system before doing any actual analysis, is the definition of an analy-
sis scenario. In the context of the Patoolthis is done by defining an analysis (configura-
tion) graph. This graph is going to be used for the actual analysis and processing of the
trace data.
The analysis configuration may have already been provided in the fonn of a configura-
tion or a layout, in which case the user need only worry of filling in the details. The
available configuraliom; and layouts may have been produced by other users and arc 10
reused, or may have been developed by any other person to facilitate the analysis pro-
I. The notation indicates the selecLions thaI need to be made in the pulldown menus of the Patool.
Whenever a name consisls of x's it denotes thaI any selection at that level applies.
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ccss. In the case of an existing configumtion or layout the user needs only to specify his!
her selection by selecting (File)(Load Configuration...) or (File)(Load Layout...). The
diJTercnce between a configuration and a layout is that the first comes with most oflhe
information regarding the units already set up, while the second comes only with the
design (blueprint) of the analysis graph, leaving the configumtion of the information for
me user that is going to use it. The layout can be viewed as a sort of a template for an
actual configuration.
More interesting is the case where the user must actually specify the analysis graph and
configure it on hislher own. In this case, the first slep to take is to come wim an outline
of the intended analysis (Le. a blueprint of Lhe graph). Knowing the available processing
units, the kind of information available in the trace data, and the kind of analysis to be
performed he/she must decide the outputs expected from the analysis and the way mese
outputs are to be produced from the available input. For example, it might be the case
thai a simple barchart depicting the size of the maximum message sent from a given
node, against all nodes, is desired. Assuming mat the tmce data contain information
about the size of message and the origin of the message, then a graph to perform the
above task would consist of a number of processing units, which have to be decided by
the user. For example, an input unit will be necessary to obtain the data from the file (or
the on-line connection), a transformation unit could possibly bc used to transform the
information in vector fonn and a bargmph unit to display the information. Of course,
this me simplest among all possible tasks; in the more interesting cases a larger number
ofintennediate steps would have to be defined, sometimes resulting in quite compli-
cated analysis graph. This is why the user should be prepared with an analysis scenario
at hand, in order to facilitate the actual analysis gmph definition.
A possible sequence of steps for the definition of the analysis could be:
• obtain the trace data and study the information they provide,
• define the intended output of the analysis, i.e. a metric to be computed, a graph to be
produced,
• come up with a strategy to obtain the outputs given the inputs using the processing
(functional) units provided by the Patool.
The Analysis Graph
The definition of the analysis graph is the core task to be carried out using the Patool
system. Once an analysis graph has been defined, we have an instance of performance
analysis and visualization, that produces a set of outputs, when provided with me
assumed inputs.
Let us see closely what the actual interaction with the Patool involves in order to define
an analysis graph. Having decided on the analysis scenario, the user must interact with
the LOol in order LO realize the conception he!she has come up with, and do the analysis.
The sleps, in sequence are the following:
• (if this action is laken, then we skip all other actions and go directly LO configuration)
Load a configumtion or a layout by selecting (Filc)(Load xxx...)
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• Start selecting the modules that arc going to panicipate in me analysis graph. This is
done by selecting (Module)(Add...) from rhe main menu. Upon selecting this option
a dialog comes up wilh all rhe available choices. The user must speci fy which mod-
ule (functional unit) to add.
• Having selected all the modules to participate in the analysis, the user must connect
them in a way that will indicate the sequence (path) which the data are going to fol-
low. This is done by selccting (Module)(Connecl...) and specifying the lWO modules
to be connected. When the connecLions among the modules have been defined, the
graph will be topologically sorted in order to device a sequence of evaluation (pro-
cessing) of the data. Some subtle points include for example, that the input modules
cannot have incoming connections; if something like Lhat is attempted a warning is
issued and the action is discarded. The same holds for oULput modules; they can not
have outgoing connections, since that would be senseless, and thus such an action is
signaled by a warning and is discarded. Also self-referencing connections are not
allowed since they are meaningless in this context, and thus they are signaled by a
warning and are discarded.
• Having connected the various processing modules, the next step is to configure the
graph, which means to specify a number of information that will customize the vari-
ous units for task at hand. There are three different configuration modes:
1. configuration of the whole graph (by selecting (Configure)(Graph...»,
2. configuration ofa single functional unit (by selecting (Configure)(Module...)),
3. and configuration only of the module parameters of a module (by selecting (Con-
figure) (Module Parameters...».
• (In case the first selection was taken) configure only the graph by selecting (Config-
ure)(Graph...). This will automatically ask only for the missing picccs of information
to complete the configuration.
As described above, the task of defining the analysis graph is easy and straightforward,
given that the user has some analysis scenario in mind. In case some mistake is done,
the user can delete the "error" module by selecting (Module)(Delete...) and speci fying
the module Lo be deleted. In the current version of the prototype, this is the only "graph
editing" the user is allowed. In the subsequcnt relcases, the editing capability will be
substantially incrcase by the graph editor, which will provide a full set of graphic edit-
ing functionality.
Highlights of Analysis Components
As we mentioned above, one of the tasks during the definition of the analysis graph is to
select (and configure) the various participating functional units. Each time the user
selects a functional unit, he/she is provided with an instance of the corresponding class
of functional units, and a schematic with the unit's name is drawn in the area of the anal-
ysis graph. Notc that the name can be customized by the user or can be left with the
default value provided by the systcm.
A filc-input functional unit is used in all the configurations since it is the hook to the
trace data to bc processed. In this sense, such a unit is a prerequisite. A numbcr of other
units can be used to built up the configuration of the analysis graph.
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One very important functional unit is the filter-and-reduct functional unit This unit is
used to perfonn "select" and "projecl" type of operations in the input data, so as to
reduce the size. the dimension, the variation or any other characteristic. The filler-and-
reduct unit applies a logical operation (selected among a set of predefined logical opera-
tions) between its "key" and its "value" input. The function per se is primitive. However,
by cascading a number of filter-and-reduct units we can produce any complicated filter-
ing function on lhe stream of data. Using the set of predefined logical operations we can
compute any logical function, and thus any selecLion or projection operation. The notion
of lhe key and the value is abstract. and the user can feed in these inputs any relevant
(comparable) field of data. Moreover, lhe value field can be interactively defined to con-
tain any constant value that the user desires.
Let us provide some examples of the possible use of the filter-and-reduct unit in order to
manage the size of the trace data information.
Example 1: Assume that we want LO analyze the communication patterns and charncter-
istics of a given application and among other things we are interested to know the num-
ber of "large" and "small" messages exchanged. Assume that we separate between a
small and a large message by comparing its size to a threshold value e. We can design
the above task to usc two filter-and-reduet units along with two counter units auached to
each olher. In both we are going to connect the file input unit In its one we are going to
define as value the threshold value e and as key the message size field of the trace data
record. However in Lhe first we are going to ask (i.e configure the filLer-and-reduct unit)
for the key value to be smaller lhan the value while in the second we are going to ask for
the key value to be larger than e.
Example 2: Assume that we want to minimize the !taffic in some specific ponion of the
analysis graph (a subtree of the graph) in order to speed up the analysis process. By
studying our data, we have decided that only those data records for which lhe "time"
field is older than 1 should be considered. We can do that, by adding a filter-and-reduct
unit as a preamble to the root of the subtree of interest, identifying the key value as that
of the time field of the record, and putLing in the value the value t of the threshold Lime.
Example 3: Assume that we want to minimize the number of individual processing ele-
ments (nodes) of the parallel machine we are about to consider, by grouping the proces-
sors in groups of lIgro/lp. Thus we are going to study the events of only #nodes/l
different processor sets. We can do this by defining an array of filter-and-reduct records,
cascaded in couples to check the upper and lower range. We arc going to need for this
purpose l pairs of filter-and-reduct units, as a preamble to our actual analysis graph.
Each pair is going to provide stream of data concerning a specific group of processors.
Example 4: Assume that we want to create a new stream of data, that is going to be a
subset of the initial stream coming from the file, but with some fields extracted, and the
Test of the fields containing values only within a given range. We can do so by attaching
a string of cascaded filter-and-reduct units 10 our file input unit, and configuring them
according to our intentions.
Another set of very important units, are a.11 those units that provide information about
the analysis in a visual manner. Such units include bargraphs, piecharts.leds and others,
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and also animation and playback uniLS. Each of these units can be configured in order to
be customized for the task at hand.
A functional unit among those with visual effects with a prcdefined task, is that of the
animation. An animat..ion functional unit, provides the means to visualize the sequence
of a set of events, by keeping the sequence with which the events occurred. The anima·
tion unit, "animates" the actual machine via a schematic, which is a drawing containing
a set of nodes, identified by their number. Every time an evenl is seen that correlates a
source node with a target node, for example a message sent event from node b to node c,
a line is drawn in the schematic between node b and node c. This panem continues until
all events of interest have been animated, or until the user decides to stop the animation.
As already mentioned, any number of output units can coexist within the same analysis
graph, as long as they are connected to some stream of data, and of course as long as the
physical capabilities of the screen are not obscured.
Running an Analysis Session
Once everything has been set up properly the user can run the analysis session. To do so
hefshc must sclCCllhe (Run)(Xxxx...) main menu option. The options available for run-
ning the analysis session are:
• (Run PaneL) which produces a dialog allowing for [he step execut..ion of the graph,
• (Run Graph Once...) which runs each functional unit in the graph only once, i.e. only
one record of data,
• (Run ) which runs continuously the analysis graph,
• (Stop ) which suspends the graph execution,
• (Speedometer...) which provides a scale to control the running speed of the graph.
The graph can be run over and over again; each time the user wants to rerun the graph,
before selecting some run option he/she must select (File)(Reslart Execution...).
The actual algorithm for running the analysis graph is as follows. The graph, as men-
tioned earlier, has been topologically sorted after it was configured. 'This order of func-
tional units is the one used by the system to process step by step the information. A
complete cycle of running the graph is done when all the modules have been run atleasl
once. Then a new cycle starts by obtaining the next packct of trace data for processing.
The notion of a complcte cycle through the graph is rcflccted in the run options avail-
able, especially those providing for stepwise execution.
As the graph is being run the various outputs are updated; actually only those with some
visual effect can be observed, since they are the ones that have separatc windows. An
output that its task is to write some transformed version of the input data in an output
file cannot be observed.
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5.3 Interface of Patool
Patool
It has already been mentioned that the interface of the Patool is a window-based inter-
face. All actions can be taken by using the pointer device, limiting the keyboard use
only for literal or name definition.
The whole GUI interface of the Patool has followed the Motif style guide as much as
possible, and thus the window configuration and most of the selections are no surprise.
In this section we are going to describe in detail the Fatool interface and the options
available to the user.
We can divide the interface of the Paloo! in to the following pans:
• main menu and pull down menus,
• analysis graph definition,
• and componem configuration and set up.
Below. we describe each one separately in terms of functionality and use.
Menus
Let us lake a close look in the menus ofllIe Patool. The menus consist of the main menu
of the system and the various menus that come up as dialogs, having either the form of
filI·in text, or exclusive selection or simply selection.
1. The Main Menu
File: The file menu option contains all those operations that have to do with file
operations as well as some management operations:
• Delete Graph: delete whatever analysis graph appears in the working window.
• Load Layout: load a layoUl of an analysis graph that is stored somewhere in the file
system.
• Load Configuration: load a configuration of an analysis graph that is stored some-
where in lhe file system.
• Save Layout save the layou~ of an analysis graph that appears in the working wm-
dow.
• Save Configuration: save the configuration of an analysis graph thal appears in the
working window.
• Restart Execution: reset the input data unit and prepare in order to run the analysis
session that appears in the working window from the beginning. Applies only to
postmortem analysis.
• Quit: quit the Patoo!'
Run: The run menu comains the various options for executing an analysis session.
• Run Panel: brings up the Run Dialog thal allows the user to execute the analysis ses·
sion on a unit by unil basis.
• Run Graph Once: run the analysis graph only for one cycle.
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• Run: run the analysis graph continuously.
• Speedometer: provide a scale for the user to able to control the speed of the graph
execution.
• Stop: Freeze the execution of the analysis graph.
Configure: The configure menu contains the various options for configuring the
graph and the modules.
• Graph: configure, iteratively, the whole analysis graph. This involves configuring
each unit of the graph until all of them have been configured.
• Module: configure a single module, instead of the whole analysis graph.
• Module Parameters: configure only the customizalion parameters of the module of
the analysis graph.
• Defaults: configure general settings of the Patool.
Module: The module menu contains the various options for creating, deleling and
connecting units in the analysis graph.
• Add: add a processing unit in the analysis graph that appears in the working win-
dow.
• Connect connect a processing unit to another processing unit. The connection is
directed, thaI is to say, the unit specified first is the source and the unit specified
second is the sink.
• Delete: delete a unit from the analysis graph in the working window, given thal the
output of the unit is not used as input for some other unit. Iflhis is not true a warning
is generated and the request is discarded.
Tools: The tools menu contains the various options for the ad hoc tools added to the
Patool.
• Ascii2Binary: convert from ascii to binary Sddf.
• Binary2Ascii: convert from binary Lo ascii Sddf.
• Sddf2Pid; convert From Sddf to PICL.
• Pid2Sddf: convert from PICL to Sddf.
2. Graphic Menu Bar
The graphic menu bar has been designed for speedy access to frequenlly used func-
tions of the Patool main menu. This bar resides horizontally below the information
labels and above the analysis graph window. It hosts a number of graphic bullons
that are activated upon selection. The function that is provided by eaeh bullon can be
induced by its respective iconic. The bullons are divided into four groups (by hori-
zontal spacing), grouping different functionalily.
The first three graphic buttons (fTom the left) provide operations related to a single
analysis module. These operations are add, delete and configure.
The next three graphic buttons provide operations related to the analysis graph as a
whole. The operations provided are delete, configure and load.
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The next three graphic buttons provide operations lhat are related to lhe execution of
lhe graph. The operations are run and stop. Also there is a button for the quit opera-
tion that when selected quits lhe PatooI.
The last (rightmost) butlon is provisionally available for "toggling" the position of
the graphic menu bar from horizonlal to vertical and vice versa.
A smal1 number of additional graphic buttons is to be added for furlher extending the
speedy access to frequently used operations. Possible candidates are the restart and
connect operations.
3. Module Selection Dialog
The module dialog appears when the user selects to add a new unit to the analysis
graph on the working window. The dialog provides a set of lists of available units,
among which, the user is supposed to select the one to be added. The units are
divided in conceptual categories for easier interface. The user can either select to
keep the automatically generated name for the instance to be created, or to provide
hislher own.
4. Run Dialog
As already mentioned, the run dialog appears when the user selects the Run Panel
option. This dialog provides a number of options that govern the way the graph is
going to be executed.
5. Defaults Dialog
The defaults dialog appears when the user selects the configure defaults option form
lhe main menu. This dialog gives the opportunity to the user to define a number of
characteristics lhat affect the operation of the Patool.
6. Record Binding Dialog
The Record binding dialog appears during the configuration process, either of lhe
graph or of an individual module (assuming the inputs of the latter have been speci-
fied). It essentially helps the user to define the way in which lhe various fields of the
input are going to be used to feed the inputs of the unil and the outputs, if necessary,
of the unit.
7. Input Binding Dialog
The input binding dialog comes up during lhe configuration phase, and provides the
opportunity to !.he user to define the sources [rom which a given unit is going to
assume its input.
8. Output Binding Dialog
The output binding dialog appears during the configuration for those units that are
used in internal nodes, such as the transfonning units, and provides the opportunity
to the user for defining the way the fields of resulting data records are going to be
compiled from the results of the unit.
9. Individual Units' Configurations Dialogs
A large number of dialogs exists for the user to configure (customize) the various
processing units that can be used in the analysis graph. The simplest dialog of all is
the of the file-input unit which asks for the name of the trace file to use for data
importing. Dialogs for other units include selection among a set of predefined
options. as is the case for lhe filter-and-reduct unit. Others, such as the one for a bar-
graph unit, require the user to provide information on what to appear on lhe axis, lhe
range of possible values to treat and so on.
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5.4 List of Analysis Units
Below there is a list of analysis units that can be used in the definition of the analysis
graph.
• FilcInput: provide the interface needed to dcnotc a source of input for the analysis.
This unit is. under normal circumstances, bounded to a trace file. The file must be in
Sddf format.
FileOutput: provide the interface LO write an output file of data in Sddf formal, as a
result of the analysis. The structure of the data to be written is complctcly customiz-
able, and can, vinually, be anything; from simple statistics on the trace data to trans-
formed versions of the trace data.
• SynthesizeArray: process the inpul data and using the information construct aggre-
gate data structures (2 dimensions) that collect the data (or some part of it). The
resulting data structure is an array. The aceumulat..ion and storage is done automati·
cally.
SynthesizeArrayElement: similar with the above, but collects the data only for one
element of the aggregate data structure.
SynthesizeVector: similar with the above, but the resulting aggregate data structure
is a I-dimensional array (i.e. vector). The structure formulation is done automati-
cally.
SynthesizeVectorEIement: again synthesize an aggregate dara structure in the form
of vecLor but for one clement ofthc structure only.
• FiUerAndReducf: process the incoming data according LO a predefined logical pred-
icate and filter out those that fail to satisfy the predicate.
FiUcrRecords: process the incoming data types and separate them by discarding or
advancing a specified subset of them.
• Animation: process the incoming data and depicl them, animating a predefined rela-
tion (i.e. send message, receive message node pairs) on schematic that "resembles"
the actual machine. It provides two schematics, one ring and one 2-dimensional
array. The configuration process allows to select among these two options for the
schematic.
BnrGrnpb: process the incoming data and display them in a bar kind of representa-
tion. The prespecificd parameter(s) is used to index the bargraph, and the incoming
values are used to draw the bar.
Bubble: accepts as input a I or 2 dimensional array with valucs, and represents these
values with colored cycles whose diameters vary with the magnitude of the value, on
an appropriate dimension grid.
Chart: accepts as input scalar values and draws them with respect to time on a con-
tinues line.
Contour: accepts 2 dimensional data and draws them on a 2 dimensional grid, with
values represented as contours and their magnitude used to identify the shape of the
contour. The contours are usually convex.
Dial: it takes as input a scalar and represents its value by positioning a radius on a
cycle. Starting at zero in 12 o'clock position the magnitude is represented by the
clockwise offset, in degrees, of the drawn radius.
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Kiviat: accepts a vector of values and draws them on a kiviat diagram. The kivial
diagram is similar to a barchart wrapped around a cycle. For example, the cycle is
divided into sectors, as many as the number of dimensions of the space in which lhe
vector belongs. The magnitude of a value is drawn from the cycle center to lhe cir-
cumference.
Led: represents its input value as slacked layers ofdifferent color. Each layer covers
a range of magnitude. The actual magnitude of the provided value divided by this
range gives the number of layers used.
Piechart: accepts a vector of values and represents each value as a piece of a pie (i.e.
a cyclical sector on a cycle). The length of the sector varies with the magnitude of
the value.
ScaterJD: accepts as inpul an array of triples (representing 3D coordinates and
draws the values in a 3 dimensional cube. The location varies from the origin of the
cube along with the magnitude of the values.
• BinaryMath: accepts two operands (of the same dimension with maximum dimen-
sion 2) and performs a selection of basic binary mathematical operations La provide
its output, which is the same dimension with its inputs. For those cases thallhe oper-
ands have different dimensions (i.e. scalar-vector multiplication) the resull dimen-
sion is the higher among the input dimensions.
Logarithm: accept a scalar as input and provide as output its logarithm (with base 2,
10 or e).
Power: raise a predefined base value to the value of the input and provide the result
as output.
ReduetionMath: accept a vcctor or an army of values and perform a selection of
mathematical operaLions to reduce the input to a single value which is provided as
OUlpUt. For example, this way we can compute a summation or a product or any
other norm of the structure.
UnaryMalh: accept as input a scalar, vector or array and perform a selection of
unary mathematical operations to produce the outpul which is going to be of the
same dimension as the input.
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5.5 Snapshots of Patool
Patoollnterface
The Delay (speedometer) dialog
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FIGURE 4.
FIGURES.
An instance of the visual of an Animation unil (ring)
An instance of the visual of an Animation unit (array)
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Binding the input to an Animation unil
Binding the input to a liIter-and·reduct unil
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FIGURES. Configuring the filler-and-reduct unil
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Appendix
In lhis appendix we present a closer look on the design of the PaLOol. The Patool has
been designed using the Hoodnice [36] and the actual design data are maintained with
the tool. The Hoodnice is a software engineering package thal manages the complele
produCl cycle. In die subsequent chapters we give an edited summary of lhe objects
making up the Palool following the fonnal suggested by the HOOD [33] methodology.
Each section gives a brief description of lhe problem to be solved by the objecl, a brief
description of l.h.e slrategy to follow, a summary of each melhods and a HOOD graphical
description. For more detaillhe Hoodnice tool must be used.
The last section of the appendix is a summary listing of the source files making up this
object. These source files refer to the Palool source code tree.
_______~6:.:.0::. Palool
6.1 Problem Definition
The perfonnance analysis and visualization tool (Patool) is presented with die problem
of analyzing and presenting lrace data from a parallel application run, in an intuitive,
graphical manner. The Patool bases its operation on the availability of trace data prior 10
its invocation. Thc dala have bcen collcctcd elsewhere in lhe syslem in a file under some
fonnat. Because of the importance of the formal die data are stored in, we have selected
to adopt the SDDF. Under this fonnat, the structure and semantics of the data need not
be hardwired in the Patool. They are rather included in the trace data themselves. The
other imponanl problem the Patool targets is the necessity for differenl analysis layouls,
based on the specific problem being analyzed. To overcome this problem the PaLool
incorporales die notion of the Analysis Graph. This graph is an ordinal)' Directed Acy-
clic Graph (DAG) where the nodes are functional units and the edges denote the flow of
information (data) among the functional unils.
Because a number of these ideas appear in existing research tools, especially Pablo,
Patool is making use of the available knowledge and builds on lap of it.
The Palool design is totally objcCl orientcd and based on the notion of an abstract mod·
ule thal provides a set of services to ils environment.
In the subsequent sections a complete analysis of the components of the PaLOol is pre-
sented.
6.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Patool is structured in a number of modules which provide a set of different high
level functionality. At this level, the necessal)' componenls are identified as the main
interface of the Patool, the accessing (of the data), the set of all functional units which




are available to the system, the SCl of filtering and reduction techniques as wcll as the
graphical possibilities for the definition of an analysis graph, the management and, of
course, the trace dala specifications. Each one of these components identifies a different
set of functionalitics, which when broughllogether, buill up the Patool.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Palool Objects and Operations





































Justification of the Design Decisions
We have chosen to separate the functionality of the various modules in a way that
enables reusability, maintenance and portability. Although the format of our choice is
Sddf we do not exclude the possibility for a "plug and go" solution of a new format,
referred to as "alien" in this context. We simply require that its specification is plugged
in the appropriate module.
We have identified and separated all the functionality of interacling and communicating
data within the system in a separate module. This provides the grounds for [uLure opti-
mization of the functionality and the easy maintenance in case of major slructural
changes.
The notion of a functional unit is by itself an independent object which specifies the
inpul it expects and produces a well dcfincd output. We have separated the functionality
ofa functional unit in a scparate module which constitutes a library ofavailable analysis
units. This library is possible to be expanded in an easy and straightforward manner, by
simply plugging a new functional unit.




The abslraclion provided by the user interface module serves as the front-end of the
whole Patool. The functionality is divided in four submodules with different responsi-
bilities. The Colltrol provides all the basic functions such as file operations, as well as an
unspecified portion whieh has to do with the specific controls of the system, such as
"run", "stop", "step", "reset" and so on. The Tools submodule contains aU the user inter-
face commands with the graphics ediLOr for specifying the computation and transforma-
tion graph, as well as commands that can be used for extension, such as connection with
other tools that could extend the overall Famol functionality. The Display submooule
contains all the functionality needed for manipulating the various graphic operaLions
and displays that will usually appear in performance analysis and visualization session.
Finally, the Hefp submodule contains basic operations for assisting the user in best
exploiting and using me Famo!.
7.2 Formalization of the strategy
Identification of the Objects and Operations
TABLE 19. User Interface Objects and Operations
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______----'8=.0 Pa U Control
8.1 Problem Definition
The Control module provides all me necessary sets of operations for managing the tool
resources, creaLing the lool menus, and, of course, providing the kernel of lhe system (in
cooperation with the manager module).
8.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Control module is implemented through three different submodules. The main con-
trol object is the one that brings up lhe whole system by performing in an iterative fash-
ion the initialization of lhe system and by aClivating the kernel. The menus object
provide [he envelope for initializing and binding operations lo the various menus for
controlling the environment. The tool resources objecl provides the interface for selting
up lhe resources of the vast number of graphical objects comprising the system. The
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interface provides a default setting for all resource attributes pertaining lo th~ window-
ing environment.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Control Objects and Operations
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______-'9=,0 Pa U Display
9.1 Problem Definition
The Display module contains all the functionality that has to do with the interaction of
th~ Patool with th~ us~r. Il provid~s the necessary dialog services for importing and
exponing information to the systcm
9.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Display module consists of three ba~ic modules which incorporate various dialog
services. The Defaults dialog is an object that provides a set of opcrations for instantiat-
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ing an interactive session with the user thal will specify default settings for the various
functional units.
The File selection dialog is an object that provides interface to the classical file selection
dialog. lbis dialog is basically used when the user requires Lo load or store some portion
of the configuration infonnntion in a file, or when lhe trace file to be used needs to be
specified.
The General dialog is used to provide assistance whenever a communication of infonna-
tion to the user is required. It provides fixed operations for error reporting and informa-
tion presentation. Il is further customized for specific dialog needs.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Display Objects and Operalions
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_____----'1-"0"'.0 Pa U Help
10.1 Problem Definition
The Help module provides lhe funcLionalilY of help to lhe system. The Help is built in a
hierarchical direclory fashion wilh hyperlinks and cross references. It can be aClivated
by lOpic or by context.
10.2 Formalization of the strategy
The source leXl oflhe help is consU'Ucled and stored statically in a structure resembling
the ncsLing of 1001 operations. During the execution lhe various help topics become
available lhrough intcrfacing with the help object, which has a set of operations to man-
age the help systcm.
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_______1.:...1=.0 Pa U Tools
11.1 Problem Definition
The Tools module provides the necessary functionality to connect Lo alien tools (exter-
nal tools) such as the graphical analysis editor. The tools that are hooked via this inter-
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face include tools that could be run independently of lhc Patool but also those portions
of lhe Patoolthat could be run independently, such as the converters and the graphical
editor.
11.2 Formalization of the strategy
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Tools Objects and Operations



















The Manager module deals with many of the issues of running the Patool and provides
the appropriate functionality. Il is developed in lhree differem modules, each with a pre-
defined non overlapping functionality.
The Dala submodule contains all the necessary functionality for ensuring the flow of
lrace data around the system. It is implememed via the Pa_Access provided services.
The Run TIme module provides the actual running kernel (instance) of the Patool, gen-
erating and managing all the provided services.
The Dispatch module contains all the functionalily needed for providing the necessary
triggering for the analysis graph execution and data packet handling. It also serves as the
manager of things, keeping an eye around lhe system for inconsistencies and potential
problems.




12.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Manager module as mentioned earlier provides the infrastructure support for the
overall tool. We have separated the infrastructure in two main areas. Thal of taking care
of data movements, i.e. providing the connection management among the functional
units, ensuring the flow and validity of the data, and that of taking care of the conlfol
and sequence of the operations. The first is provided by the data object and the latter by
the dispatcher object. The run time kernel is making use of both these scrvices in order
to realize Lhe system.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Manager Objects and Operations
Object Name ObJect Type Object Operations
Pa M RunTIme Active p, M RunTS
p, M Dispatch Passive p, M Dispatching
Pa_M_Data Pilssivc Pu_M_Dat3
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Graphical Description
Manager Object Hood Graphical Description
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______---'1:.:3=.0 Pa M RunTime
13.1 Problem Definition
Thc RUD Time module provides the running kernel of Patool instancc.
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13.2 Formalization of the strategy
Identification of the Objects and Operations
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Identification of the Objects and Operations
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_______1,,5=.0 Pa M Data
Identification of the Objects and Operations










Pa M Da Locate
FIGURE 18.
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Pa_M_Dala Objec( Hood Graphical Description








The FdSuit module encloses lhe core of the functions needed to treat data for large size
parallel problems. It provides an interface towards the scalability of the various views
and displays. For small size problems it can be bypassed, since there is no need to use
such techniques.1l is provided as a separate module so as 10 allow for extensibility and
transferabilily. Also the DAG graphical editor is included.
16.2 Formalization of the strategy
The functionality of filtering and reduction has been realized through Lwo different
approaches. The first is lhe definition of a set of operaLions in the functional unit style
that allow the flow of data to be selectively communicated in the aUached analysis graph
nodes. The second, is the funclionalily of the DAG graphical editor itself. since it is the
basic medium to describe the now of data and the various reductions that need to be
done, from a level higher than in the functional unit. The DAG provides a high level
description of the intended analysis. As already mentioned it does so by providing two
basic notions. That of functional unit. represented by a node. and that of the data flow
between Lhe functional units represented by the graph edges.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
TABLE 28. P~FdSuit Objects and Operations
Object Name Object Type Object Operations









Pa_FdSuit Object Hood Graphical Description






17.0 Pa Fd FilterReduce
--------'-'=
17.1 Problem Definition
The filtering and reduction module encloses the functionality for fillering and reducing
the data using either a predefined algorithm or in an interactive manner. The functional-
ity of the liItering and reduction can be either used as a stand-alone tool, or in conjunc-
tion with an analysis graph to alter the nonnal flow.
In the context of a DAG analysis graph, the functionality is delivered via a functional
unit. In a stand-alone version, lhe functionality can be used to minimize or to preprocess
lhe contents ora specified trace file.
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FIGURE 20. Pa_Fd_Fil!erReduce Object Hood Graphical Description
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The Graphical Editor module provides all necessary functionality for the crcation and
managcment of the DAG analysis infraslructure.
18.2 Formalization of the strategy
The notion of a DAG is decomposed in edges and nodes along with a set of displaying
management routines.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Pa_Fd_GEditor Objects and Operalions
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The Toolkit module encloses all the funclionalily that has to do wilh me aClual dala
manipulation, calculalion, analysis and processing. II provides a sel of modules and
funclions thalassisl in implementing a performance analysis session, including presen·
tation modules, displaying techniques and dala transformalion. The various submodules
are often identified as functional unils.
There is also provision for an extension imerface thal serves the purpose of me eXlensi-
bilily of lhe LOoi by providing an interface abstraclion. The motivation of keeping lhe
various functionalities in lhis object separate results from lhe need lo have core analysis
functions as independent and as portable as possible. In principle mey could be laken
OUl and plugged lo some Olher environment, provided lhe interface requirements remain
unchanged.
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19.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Toolkit is separated in four main modules. The E».tenl module provides a template
for functional unit extension, and is made available for maintenance and extension rea-
sons. The Transfonn module provides a number of modules which are referred to as
lransfonning functional units. Usually lhese units serve as internal nodes in the analysis
graph, rransfonning their input to lhcir output based on some functionality. The Presen-
tation module provides a number of modules which are referred to as presentation func-
tional units. They arc usually terminal nodes in the analysis graph and present in a
graphical fashion the data coming into their input. The Display module provides a num-
ber of modules which again serve as tenninal nodes in the analysis graph and which
provide aggregate graphical displays of their input.
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Pa_Toolkit Objects and Operations
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Pa T P HistoryDiai
Pa_T_Display Passive Pa_T_D_Animation
Pa_T_D_Zooming
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Graphical Description
FIGURE 22. Pa_Toolkil Object Hood Graphical Description
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20,0 Pa T Transform
------==
20.1 Problem Definition
The Transform module offers a sel of operalions lhat manipulate me Slream of lraee dala
to produce a new set that has undergone some sort of transfonnalion. The aCLual func-
tionality of transformation is implemenled via lhe lower level module, depending on the
type of lrnnsformalion. The collection of functional units includes a number ofmathe·
matical and structural transformations.
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Identification of the Objects and Operations
Pa_T_Transform Objects and Operations
Appendix








Pa T T SynLhVec Passive same as above
Pa.-T T SynthArray Passive same as above
Pa T T Scale Passive same as above
Pa.-T_T_ReductionMalh Passive same as above
Pa_T_T_Logarithm Passive same as above
Pa_T_T_Power Passive same as above
Pa T T Unary Passive same as above
Pa.-T T Trigonometry Passive same as above
Pa T T Binary Passive same as above




Pa_T_Transform Object Hood Graphical Description
______---=2::.:1=.0 Pa T Present
21.1 Problem Definition
The Present module contains a large number of modules that display the dala in various
graphical ways. Each individual method is provided by a submodule in the lower level
and is referred to as a presentation functional unit. The purpose of the various presenta-
tion modules is clear. Each one serves as different intuilive way of presenting the ana-
lyzed data.
21.2 Formalization of the strategy
The various presentation functional units are implemented as objects with almost simi-
lar operations. As mentioned earlier the presentation functional uniL" arc usually tcnni-
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nul nodes in the analysis graph. They accept an inpul connection and present the data in
various ways. Some of them require that the data have been previously lfansformed in a
higher dimension such as vector or array.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
P~T_Presenl Objecls and Operations







Pa T T PP Configure
Pa.-T PJ3argr.lpb Passive same as nbove
Pa T P Bubble Pa~sive same as above
Pa T P Chart Passive same as above
Pa T_P_Cluster Passive same as above
Pa T P Contour Passive same as above
Pa.-T]JJial Passive same as above
Pa T P_Interval Passive same as above
Pa.-T P Kiviat Passive same as above
Pa T P Matrix Passive same as above
Pa T P Piechart Passive same as above
Pa.-T P Scattcr3D Passive same as above
Pa_T] XYGr.lph Passive same as above
P<LT P Led Passive same as above
Pa T P HistoryDial Passive same as above
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FIGURE 24. Pa_T_Present Object Hood Graphical Description
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______--'2=2=.0 Pa T Display
22.1 Problem Definition
The Display module offers a number of advanced data display techniques which can be
viewed as aggregate data displays. The reason that lhese techniques are grouped dilTer-
ently than the presentation techniques is mainly conceptual. The presentation functions
are in a sense generic, lhat is, they can be applied to a number of different data streams.
The kind of displays we implement in lhe display module however are more custom
designed in lhe sense that they assume some properties of the data we are analyzing.
22.2 Formalization of the strategy
The aggregate display functionality is grouped into two functional units, the animation
and the zooming. Both units are implemented as objccts which provide a similar set of
operations, conforming with thc specification of thc rest of the functional units.
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Pa_LDisplay Object Hood Graphical Description
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23.1 Problem Definition
The Access module encloses all the funclionalilY needed to deal with accessing the data
slored by the monitoring system. It provides a set of funclions necessary lo convert
among lrace formats, a set of functions needed lo perform queries lo obtain lrace data,
and an optional set of database operations. The main slream funclions arc those per-
forming the qucry support on thc data. The conveners are used so as to provide portabil-
ity and universality of the Patool in terms of lrace data accepted.
23.2 Formalization of the strategy
The functionality provided by the Access module is separated in three differenl sub-
modules. The Database operations are currenlly not supported, bUl its provision is con-




sidered important and for that reason its interface is identified. The orner two modules
are the Convertion and the Query.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Pa_Access Objecls and Operalions
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______--'2=-4=.0 Pa A Query
24.1 Problem Definition
The Query module encloses all the functionalily needed to access the stored trace data.
It is implemented in a way so as to be able [0 handle the Sddf trace format in a flexible
manner. The functionality is provided via a number ofdifferent modules that implement
the strategy we use to access the trace data.
24.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Query module consists of a number of objects thal deliver all the necessary func-
tions to manage the trace data.
A dictionary is a set of names of some entities for which a definition has been discov-
ered. It is used heavily throughollt the systcm for the managemcnt of the information
collected. A descriptor is an encapsulation of [he knowledge we have with respect to a
specific object. An Iterator is an encapsulation offering a number of operations for man-
aging iterative data structures such as Iisls. lis services arc used heavily by the system
since most of the data handling is done using lists. A Pipe is similar in notion with an
ordinary pipe of the Unix system,. However, here the functionality is customized to be
used with the functional units and the general framework of the data management. For
example when two functional units are connected in the DAG, in the low level this is
achieved by a pipe connecting them.
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P~QueryObjects and Operations
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Appendix
TABLE 36. Pa_A_Query Objects and Operations








Pa A Q Dis StructFetch
Graphical Description
FIGURE 27. Pa_A_Query Object Hood Graphical Description
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Pa_~Convertlon Appendix
25.0 Pa A Converlion
-------
25.1 Problem Definition
The Convertion module encloses all the functionality that is needed lo deal with the
various demands for interchanging through dala fonnals, importing and exporting data
specifications and providing the possibility for a universal many to many mapping oflhe
lraee dala assuming semantic compatibility. It provides a scI of convertion functions
among lhe various sources and (argets. The services are implemented by different mod-
ules which are enclosed.
25.2 Formalization of the strategy
The Converuon module is an open ended collection of converlion routines that pertain
[0 the fonnat of lrace dala. The bottom line is common and it is the Sddf format, eilher
in binary or in ascii.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
TABLE 37. Pa_A_Convertion Objects and Operations
Ob!ectName Object Type Object Operations
Pa.-A_C_PiclToFromSDDF Passive Pa_A_C_Sddf2Picl
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__~ ---=2=6=.O Pa A TraceData
26.1 Problem Definition
The Trace Dala module encapsulates the definilion of the various trace formals lhat
might be understood and thal arc accepted by the Palool. Il provides a set of definilions
to the converters and the other functions thal deul with lhe trace data. It is implemented
as a separate module for modularily and eXlensibilily.
26.2 Formalization of the strategy
The notion oUraee data is separated in those traees that arc in a nalive Sddf format and
those which are originally stored in some olher formal and for whieh we have available
un Sddf struclural descriplion and u corresponding converter.
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TABLE 38.
Identification of the Objects and Operations
Pa_A_TraceData Objects and Operations
AppendIx
FIGURE 29.
Object Name Object Type Object Operations
Po_LSdllf Passive Pa_T_Sddf
Pa T Alien Passive Pa T Alien
Graphical Description
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Appendix Formal Documentation Cross Re1erences
27.0 Formal Documentation Cross References
------==
27.1 HOOD Objects and Source Code
This section gives a quamilatlve description of the HOOD objects comprising lhe
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